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By combining the techniques of Compressive Sensing (CS) and utilizing an optimized 
version of a current DOA estimation algorithms, a framework of a new method for DF 
applicable for UWB channels is proposed. Computer Simulations are carried out in this 
research to verify the system operation. 
The first part of this research focuses on the application of CS extraction techniques to 
obtain a high-resolution Channel Impulse Response (CIR) of an UWB SIMO transmission 
environment. Expansion is achieved using Compressive Sampling Matching Pursuit 
(CoSaMP) algorithm that utilizes a linear solution for the under-fitted data model to find 
an estimation of the compressed data samples. CS framework enables the DOA estimator 
to work on a sample-by-sample basis while relaxing the need for a high sample rate ADCs. 
A new DF method is deduced by combing conventional algebraic algorithm for DF 
(ESPRIT) and clustering the space of DOA estimates found in the Angle-Delay domain. 
Clustering is achieved using a modified K-means algorithm to include the incoming rays’ 
respective powers per index delay. ESPRIT algorithm is deployed in a sample-by-sample 




Various functional blocks of the new DF method are described and their simulation results 
under UWB assumptions are stated and discussed. This method provides an additional 
amount of details over the conventional DF methods in characterizing UWB channels by 
describing DOA of different rays and their respective time of arrivals (delays). A 
comparison of performance of this method with the performance of the conventional 
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1.1  Preface 
 
Wireless communication is the transfer of information without the use of wires or cables, 
allowing the system the freedom to be mobile. Wireless systems have developed 
significantly in the past years and played an extremely important role in our civilization; 
connecting people via tele-services. The request for communications among people is 
growing rapidly; in response, more connectivity, more services, and higher quality are the 
base requirements. 
The design prospective of the physical layer of such systems, is to develop schemes and 
methodologies that increase the information rate and improve the efficiency of a 
communication system under the strict conditions of the wireless environment. 
Short-range wireless technology plays a key role in scenarios where everybody and 
everything is connected by different types of communication links. While most of human 
to human information exchanges are still by voice, a rapid increase in data transfers is 
observed in other types of links as expressed by the rising need for location-aware 




1.2  Motivation 
 
1.2.1 Ultra-Wideband Channels 
 
Ultra-Wideband (UWB) communication technology became a powerful technology for 
wireless communication systems. It acts in low-power, short-range wireless networks. 
UWB technology is helping people to be free from wires. It enables wireless connection 
between multiple devices for transmission of video, audio and bandwidth demanding 
communication technologies. 
UWB technology started in the 1960s, when it was mostly a radar and military technology 
[1]. UWB technology has presence today in wide and diverse areas, with applications in 
high and low-data-rate communications for short-distance and long-distance transmission. 
Such applications include (but not limited to): Wireless (sensor) networks, Medical 
Computerized Imaging systems and Vehicular radar systems. 
The new trend is to allow UWB waveforms to coexist with other narrowband systems (the 
US FCC approved such coexistence); which resulted in a great growth in attention given 
by academic/industry/standardization organizations to UWB technology. In 2002, the 
United States FCC allowed unrestricted utilization of the band (from 3.1 − 10.6 GHz), 
which forms a large portion of spectrum. 
With current advancements in switching circuitry, more attention towards UWB 
technology has followed. These advancements derived a spread for the technology from 
military to consumer sectors. 
The transmission of data through UWB channels results in a number of looked-for 
characteristics. The key fact in UWB communication is the use of low energy transmitted 
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signals that occupy a large bandwidth (though, a desired feature “frequency fading 
immunity” is guaranteed). The rich multipath diversity nature is presented by the large 
number of propagation paths existing in a UWB channel. 
UWB transceivers are usually used to carry information in form of radio impulses, hence 
the name Impulse Radio Ultra Wideband (IR-UWB). The transmission of short-time radio 
impulses enables the receivers to extract channel information for further processing. 
Channel Impulse Responses (CIR) are assumed to have enough information to characterize 
the channel between the transmitter and the receiver. 
Compressive Sensing techniques allow compressing the data in the sampling stage (which 
is known to greatly reduce the number of digital samples required to reconstruct certain 
sparse signals). For that reason, CS is useful where analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) 
faces a physical design limitation, and hence the usefulness in UWB systems. 
 
1.2.2 Compressive Sensing 
 
Signal acquisition is a major area in signal processing. The well-established Sampling 
theorems are responsible of easing the transition from continuous to discrete-time worlds. 
The most popular theorem in data acquisition and digitalization of information is credited 
to Shannon [3], and it states that the rate in which the signals are sampled should be “at 
least” twice the maximum frequency component present in a continuous-time signal in 
order to perfectly represent the signal in the discrete domain. 
However, the authors in [4] laid out the foundation of Compressive Sampling, also known 
as Compressed Sensing (CS). The assumptions made are to ease the reproduction of signals 
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by using far fewer samples of measurements than conventional methods of sampling (with 
some constraints). 
CS is potentially applicable in areas where the reconstruction of signals from a limited set 
of linear measurements is possible. Application of CS includes wide range of consumer, 
medical and military applications, such as Data Acquisition and Compression, Analog-to-
Information Conversion and Channel Coding, Computerized Tomography (both optical 
and wave-induced) and Target Detection or Radar Positioning. 
 
1.2.3 Direction Finding 
 
Many methods are developed to enhance wireless communication systems, among them, 
are techniques to provide devices with the sense of location and orientation. Localization 
algorithms are well established and documented in many researches. 
In smart antenna technology, a Direction Finding (DF) algorithm is usually incorporated 
to develop systems that provide accurate location information for wireless services [5]. The 
existing work in this area is mainly intended to conclude with methods to improve the 
precision and reduce the complexity of the algorithms for Direction of Arrival/Angle of 
Arrival (DOA/AOA) estimation. 
The increase of demand for the wireless technology services have spread into many areas. 
All of the upcoming usage scenarios can be considered as reasons for determining the 
direction of arrival of incoming signals in wireless systems, such as smart mobile antenna 
and sensor networks, environmental monitoring and public security, seismology and search 




1.3  Problem Statement 
 
With the wide range of advantages, the UWB channel is to be chosen for the reasons stated 
earlier [Section 1.2.1]. The system is designed to assume a channel that supports 
transmission of high data rates. Common systems have a physical layer more or less 
described by the Industrial standard IEEE 802.15.4a-2007 [6]. 
This research makes use of the emerging techniques used to ease processing signals which 
have relatively large bandwidth (hence require high sampling rates “according to Nyquist 
Sampling Theorem”) to reduce the hardware requirements and relax communication 
system design constraints. The technique called the Matching Pursuit (MP) Algorithm [7] 
“and its modified variants” is implemented to achieve compressive sampling. 
The global aim of this work is to develop a CS-friendly modified DOA estimation 
technique using extracted channel impulse responses to better work with UWB channels. 
The proposed DF method provides higher accuracy of DOA estimation in situation where 
the conventional DF methods would fall short. The results would discuss the profit of this 
technique over the other conventional methods available in the literature. The key aspects 
of this project are: 
• Formulation and realization of a modified DF technique for UWB channels 
utilizing CS framework. 
• Presenting a verification of the technique using two different channel models. 
• Reduction in algorithms complexity by processing receiver extracted 
propagation information (channel impulse responses) rather than considering 
incoming signals. 






The framework of CS provides robust tools for reducing the number of measurement 
required to summarize sparse signals. For that reason, CS is useful in systems where the 
analog-to-digital conversion process is critical, for example UWB systems. 
The improvement of DOA estimation techniques, led by the emerging CS method, would 
make the problem of DF less demanding. Although, the assumption that justifies the use 




The layout of this thesis is as following: 
- Chapter 2 presents a literature review of the three main themes of the research 
(UWB channels, Compressive Sensing and Direction Finding). The related 
mathematical and statistical frameworks, assumptions and equations are presented. 
- Chapter 3 describes the scope of the work to be carried out to justify the claimed 
conclusions, how the simulation is done and the environment setup are also stated. 
- Chapter 4 shows number of results and graphs produced during the research and a 
discussion of the findings. 
- Chapter 5 states the conclusions and possible future research opportunities related 








2.1  Introduction 
 
In this chapter, a survey about the existing foundation for the topic in hand is presented. 
The main aspects in relation to this work are Ultra-Wideband (UWB) channel 
characteristics and modelling, Compressive Sensing (CS) algorithms, Direction Finding 
(DF) methodologies and Data Clustering and Analysis in the Angle-Delay domain. 
The proposed method is a DF technique for UWB system that utilizes CS framework and 
data clustering algorithms to provide more insight of the DOAs of multiple signals and 
their paths. CS provides a handful of tools to deal with high data rate applications and thus 
relaxing the need for high sampling rate Analog-to-Digital Convertors (ADC) at the 
receiver, while enables finding high resolution measurements. 
DOA estimation is done through algebraic algorithms that are currently found in the 
literature (namely ESPRIT and Root-MUSIC). Although, the difference here is the 
proposed method considers high resolution time-domain channel impulse responses (CIRs) 
that are obtained by processing the received signal via a CS algorithm (namely CoSaMP), 
which will be discussed later. 
Clustering a group of data samples in a multi-dimensional space provides a collective 
answer for the probable DOAs in the Angle-Delay Domain.  
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2.2 Ultra-Wideband (UWB) Channel Model 
 
2.2.1 Channel Characterization 
 
The FCC defines UWB systems as having 500 MHz bandwidth or more. The UWB 
bandwidth is restricted by 10 dB below the peak power of co-existing narrowband systems 
[8]. The fractional bandwidth (𝐵𝑓) is defines by 𝐵𝑓 = 2
𝑓𝐻−𝑓𝐿
𝑓𝐻+𝑓𝐿
, where 𝑓𝐿 and 𝑓𝐻 define the 
lower and upper bounds of the signal spectrum, respectively. The value of 𝐵𝑓 ≤ 0.2 would 
specify an UWB channel transmission. 
UWB Systems have several favorable characteristics over other communication systems, 
such as: 
• Wireless transmission at high throughput: large bandwidth (several GHz), can 
provide more than 500 Mb/s data rate (low-range “10 𝑚”). 
• High precision ranging: Fine pulses duration (sub-nanosecond), fine time-domain 
resolution, which offers sub-centimeter accuracy for transmitter localization 
applications. 
• Reasonable path loss: propagating waves penetrate obstacles (in line-of-sight 
(LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) communications). 
• Robust to fading: immunity to multipath fading, ability to resolve multipath 
components, RAKE receiver advantage. 
• Security: very low power spectral density (PSD) (power levels are below the noise 
floor), not easy for unauthorized detection. 
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• Coexistence: coexists with the bandwidth of cellular systems, wireless local area 
networks (WLAN), global positioning systems (GPS), and other wireless systems. 
• Low cost transceiver hardware design: low power signals, integrated RF and 
baseband in a single SoC IC. 
 
The main reasons for UWB to emerge as a solid contestant for future communication 
systems is the support for high data rates and the low power required to transmit and receive 
data. These features give UWB systems a coexistence feature with other currently deployed 
wireless systems (Such as Wireless LAN “WLAN”). Figure 2.1 illustrate some of these 
advantages over other high-energy, comparatively low-data rate wireless systems. 
 
 







2.2.2 Saleh-Valenzuela (S-V) Channel Model 
 
Due to multipath fading, the IEEE 802.11b standard model is based on the statement that 
the impulse response is made of finite impulse response filter (FIR) taps that have sampling 
interval equal to the reciprocal of the ray arrival rate [6]. While the channel impulse 
response (CIR) of the UWB channel is based on the measurements-based finding of Saleh-
Valenzuela (S-V) [10]. A Two-Poisson model is deployed for the arrival rate of clusters 
and rays within each cluster. Figure 2.2 illustrates the concept of clustered CIR by giving 




              





Figure 2.2: An illustration of a channel impulse response (CIR).  
The terminology of the S-V channel model is as follows: 
𝑇𝑙 = Arrival time of the first path of the 𝑙
𝑡ℎ cluster, 
𝜏𝑘,𝑙 = Delay of the 𝑘
𝑡ℎ path within the 𝑙𝑡ℎ cluster relative to the first arrival time, 
Γ =  Power decay rate of clusters, 




Λ = Cluster arrival rate, 
𝜆 = Ray arrival rate within each cluster, 
𝛽𝑘𝑙 = Amplitude of the 𝑘
𝑡ℎ ray in the 𝑙𝑡ℎ cluster. 
By definition, 𝜏𝑘,𝑙 = 𝑇𝑙. The PDFs of 𝑇𝑙 and 𝜏𝑘,𝑙 depends on the rates Λ and 𝜆, and given 
by the Poisson distributions: 
𝑝(𝑇𝑙|𝑇𝑙−1) = Λ exp[−Λ(𝑇𝑙 − 𝑇𝑙−1)] ,     𝑙 > 0     (2.1) 
𝑝(𝜏𝑘,𝑙|𝜏(𝑘−1),𝑙) = 𝜆 exp[−𝜆(𝜏𝑘,𝑙 − 𝜏(𝑘−1),𝑙)] ,     𝑘 > 0   (2.2) 
respectively. The amplitude of the 𝑘𝑡ℎ path within the 𝑙𝑡ℎ cluster denoted 𝛽𝑘,𝑙 and it is 
Rayleigh distributed with a mean 𝛽2
𝑘,𝑙
 written as: 
𝛽2
𝑘,𝑙
= 𝛽2(0,0) exp[−𝑇𝑙/Γ] exp[−𝜏𝑘,𝑙/𝜆]     (2.3) 
where 𝛽2(0,0) is the average power of the first arrival of the first cluster (the very first 
ray). An illustration of the assumed model is given by Figure 2.3. 
Simulations done in [6] concluded that the assumption of using S-V model for simulating 
the CIR of UWB channels is a practical technique. It gives high matching percentages 




Figure 2.3: S-V channel model [11].  
 
2.2.3 Signal Model 
 
UWB signals transmit data by low power level signals (under the thermal noise floor) and 
experiences a dense multipath phenomenon. To simplify the design of UWB systems, the 
pulse shape is selected accordingly. That designed pulse affects severely the overall system 
performance. 
The UWB transmitted signal is modeled as  




𝑘=0     (2.4) 
where the data 𝑎𝑘 ∈ ±1 is the 𝑘
𝑡ℎ transmitted bit, 𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚 is the symbol duration and 𝑇𝑓 =
𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚/𝑁 is the pulse repetition period and 𝑁 is the number of symbols. The pulse 𝑝(𝑡) in 
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Impulse-Radio UWB (IR-UWB) is either Gaussian, monocycle or poly-cycle pulse [12]. 
An example of a Gaussian-like pulse is shown in Figure 2.4. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: UWB Gaussian-like Pulse. 
 
The signal 𝑠(𝑡) travels through an (𝐿 − 1)-path fading channel. The channel impulse 
response (CIR) is: 
ℎ(𝑡) = ∑ 𝛼𝑙  𝛿(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑙)
𝐿−1
𝑙=0        (2.5) 
where the received pulse is assumed to exhibit different fading coefficient (𝛼𝑙) from each 
𝑙-path, whose delay is 𝜏𝑙. We assume that 𝜏0 ≤ 𝜏1 ≤ ⋯ ≤ 𝜏𝐿−1. Figure 2.5 shows the 




Figure 2.5: (a) UWB CIR, (b) Pulse propagates through channel [13]. 
The received waveform is assumed to be 







+ 𝑤(𝑡)          (2.6) 
where 𝑤(𝑡) is the Gaussian noise defined as the two-sided power spectral density of 𝑁𝑜/2. 
 
2.2.4 Sparsity of the UWB Channel 
 
Sparsity is expressed in the fact that the information rate of a continuous time signal may 
be much smaller than suggested by its bandwidth, or that discrete-time signal depends on 
a number of degrees of freedom which is comparably much smaller than its length. 
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• Definition: The signal 𝐱 is said to be sparse in the basis Ψ if it can be sufficiently 
represented using only a small number 𝐾 ≪ 𝑀 of atoms from Ψ. 
 ||Ψ𝐱||𝑙0 ≤ 𝐾         (2.7) 
where ||𝑓||𝑙0 is the zero norm (i.e.: non-zero coefficients count in the signal 𝑓). 
Many signals are sparse if they are expressed in a convenient basis. The implication of 
sparsity is that one can discard the part of the coefficients without much perceptual loss. 
Thus, there is no need to spend a lot of power into capturing all the samples of a sparse 
signal in all coordinates when most of them are zero anyway. Such process requires not 
only the knowledge of some coefficients of “real-signal” but also the locations of the 
significant pieces of information. Fortunately, these pieces tend to be clustered. As an 
example of sparse-clustered model, it has been shown that many physical channels tend to 
be distributed as clusters within respective channel spreads [6]. 
A wireless channel can be assumed to be a sparse channel, where the delay spread could 
be very large, but the number of major paths is normally very small compared to the 
window length. We can start with the assumption that the short duration signal (high 
frequency UWB pulses) propagate through the multipath channels, the received signal 
continues to be sparse in some domain, and thus the use of compressed sensing is possible. 
To reinforce the assumption of received signal sparsity, we consider the 8𝑡ℎ order 
Butterworth pulse usually implemented in UWB systems as the data bearer having a length 
of 𝑇𝑃 = 1𝑛𝑠. Figure 2.6 shows the received signal per frame for a UWB channel that 
models an indoor residential environment with Line-Of-Sight (LOS) scenario (according 




Figure 2.6: Effect of UWB channel indoor propagation in residential environment (LOS) [13]. 
 
As is depicted in Figure 2.6 from [13], the received signal is made of groups of spread out 
clusters of the transmitted signal. It has relatively longer inter-clusters time intervals where 
the amplitude of the received signal is zero or a negligible value. In this particular example, 
the signal plotted in Figure 2.6 has 12,672 taps, of which 9,765 (77%) have amplitude 
lower than 10−5 [13]. 
 





Compressive Sensing (CS) is a modern concept founded on the theoretical results of signal 
recovery with random basis samples. The notable result of CS discloses that a signal, 𝑓, 
with a large number of samples that is 𝑀-sparse in some basis 𝚿, can be precisely 
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reconstructed with high probability using a lower number of random projections 
“compressed samples” of the signal onto a random function 𝚽 that is incoherent with 𝚿. 
By applying CS methodologies, the sampling rate can be minimized to sub-Nyquist rate. 
Considering the linear measurements model for the signal 𝐲 
𝐲 = 𝚽𝐱 = 𝚽𝚿𝜃         (2.8) 
where 𝚽𝚿 form the effective measurements matrix for estimating the 𝐾-sparse vector 𝜃. 
Matrix 𝚽 is called the measument kernel, and it has lower rank 𝑁 than the signal “𝐱” rank 
which is equal to 𝑀. The 𝑁×𝑀 matrix 𝚽 is a projection plane for the signal 𝐱. Figure 2.7 
summarizes the mathematical relation between CS entities. 
 
Figure 2.7: CS mathematical framework [14]. 
 
The maximum value amongst inner product of the orthonormal basis and the orthonormal 




|< 𝜙𝑘 , 𝜓𝑗 >|       (2.9) 
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The classical sampling scheme correspond to 𝜇 = 1 and 𝜙𝑘(𝑡) = 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑘) and 𝚿 is the 
Fourier basis 𝜓𝑗(𝑡) = 𝑒
𝑖2𝜋𝑗𝑡/𝑛. It is known that any random matrix is greatly incoherent 
with any fixed matrix 𝚿. 
 
2.3.2 Sparse Signal Recovery 
 
The main issue in CS is the design of a convenient measurement matrix (to avoid 
information damage in dimension conversion) and designing the corresponding 
reconstruction algorithm to recover the sparse vector 𝜃 from only 𝑁 compressed 
measurement samples vector 𝑦. 
The most common criteria for benchmarking the quality of a CS measurement matrix is 
the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) [13]. This property is summarized as follows 
(1 − 𝛿𝑠) ||𝜃||𝑙2
2 ≤ ||𝚽𝚿𝜃||𝑙2
2  ≤ (1 + 𝛿𝑠) ||𝜃||𝑙2
2      (2.10) 
for a positive constant 𝛿𝑠. The || ∙ ||𝑙2
2   is the 𝑙2-norm of the vector. The RIP property should 
be fulfilled when choosing 𝚽 in order to successfully recover the signal. It is known that 
by selecting 𝚽 to be a random matrix RIP can be satisfied with a high probability. 
Gaussian, Bernoulli and partial Fourier matrices satisfies the RIP [15]. 
If the RIP is met, then an accurate signal reconstruction problem procedure the linear 




2    subject to 𝐲 = 𝚽𝚿𝜃∗     (2.11) 
where ||𝜃||𝑙1 = ∑ |𝜃𝑖|
𝑀
𝑖=1  is the 𝑙1-norm of the reconstructed signal. 
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The RIP tells us about how much success would be in the process of sparse signal 
reconstruction. Nonetheless the process itself consists of solving the Euclidean norm using 
least norm procedures. An analytical solution exists and it is in the form of: 
𝜃∗ = (𝚽𝚿)𝐻((𝚽𝚿)(𝚽𝚿)𝐻)
−1
𝐲       (2.12) 
which give poor results and the solution is almost never sparse. By using the prior 
information of that the solution is sparse (𝜃 is 𝐾-sparse), the result can be improved by 






  subject to 𝐲 = 𝚽𝚿𝜃∗   (2.13) 
However, an exhaustive search problem is created and feasibility is reduced. A relaxation 
of this problem is presented by [16] and [17]. It is shown that by Gaussian measurements 
it can be exactly reconstruct 𝐾-sparse vector and closely approximate compressible vectors 
with high probability using 𝑙1 optimization shown in Equation 2.11. 
The 𝑙1-minimization is a convex problem and can be solved using modern optimization 
techniques [18]. This problem is usually called Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection 
Operator (LASSO). In the next sections, a review is provided for the various CS algorithms 
and their procedures. 
 
 
2.3.3 Matching Pursuit (MP) Algorithm 
 
Sparse signal reconstruction is commonly achieved by methods that can be divided into 
two classifications. Algorithms that solve the linear optimization by minimizing the 
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residual error as a function of the gain and the delay location of all dominant paths [19] are 
the first class. The second being the algorithms that choose sequentially the most important 
taps of the sampled CIR. The Greedy algorithms (such as the Matching Pursuit and its 
orthogonal version) are the most popular from the second class [20]. In our case, we are 
focusing on the second class, because we are interested in finding DOA of the most 
dominant paths (or taps) of the FIR model of the channel. 
The Matching Pursuits (MP) algorithm tries to build up the sparse signal iteratively by 
selecting the atom that maximizes the representation at each iteration. Orthogonal 
Matching Pursuit (OMP) solves the problem by projecting the signal onto the subspace 
spanned by the selected atoms (with no atoms selected twice). The result is optimal in the 
least squares sense (require fewer steps to converge, although computationally 
demanding). 
In this work, we will focus on OMP algorithm family, because of its simplicity of 
implementation and the fast computation time and the convenient results produced [21]. 
Algorithm 2.1 summarizes the steps required to implement the OMP algorithm required to 
solve the signal reconstruction problem. It produces an estimation (?̂?) for the sparse signal 







Algorithm 2.1: Orthogonal Matching Pursuit 
Inputs: CS Matrix 𝐴, measurement vector 𝑦 
Initialize: 𝑥0 = 0, 𝑟0 = 𝑦, Λ0 = 𝚽 
for 𝑖 = 1; 𝑖 = 𝑖 + 1 until stopping criterion is met do 
 𝑔𝑖 ← 𝐴
𝑇𝑟𝑖−1    {Form signal estimate from residual} 
 Λ𝑖 ← Λ𝑖−1  ∪ supp(H1(𝑔𝑖))  {Add largest residual entry to support} 
 𝑥𝑖|Λ𝑖 ← 𝐴Λ𝑖
𝐻 𝑦,    𝑥𝑖|Λ𝑖
c ← 0  {Update signal estimate} 
 𝑟𝑖 ← 𝑦 − 𝐴𝑥𝑖   {Update measurement residual} 
end for 
Output: Sparse representation 𝑥 
 
The algorithm takes the compressed measurements vector (the residual) as well as the 
compressing matrix as inputs (𝑦 and 𝐴 respectievely), and by solving for the highest value 
support and subtracting its effects (as in most greedy algorithms), the residual (𝑟) is updated 
in each iteration until a stopping criteria is met. 
Another variant of the Greedy MP family of algorithms is the Stagewise Orthogonal 
Matching Pursuit (StOMP) [22] and Regularized Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (ROMP) 
[23]. Each one of these algorithms has its positives and shortcomings as well. Some are 
extremely fast although require relatively large number of samples to produce a continent 
estimation error. Some are computationally expensive though operate with comparatively 
low number of acquired samples. The author of the Compressive Sampling Matching 
Pursuit (CoSaMP) proves [24] that by modifying the OMP to combine features from both 





2.3.4 Compressive Sampling Matching Pursuit (CoSaMP) Algorithm 
 
The Compressive Sampling Matching Pursuit (CoSaMP) algorithm described in last 
section requires the same three inputs (inherited from its mother algorithm, the OMP) as 
well as an additional input, being the sparsity of the approximation to be produced. 
After setting the initial residual to the trivial compressed signal, the algorithm repeats these 
five steps until a halting criterion is triggered [25]: 
1. Identification: Find the residual from the current samples and locate the largest 
components. 
2. Support Merger: Merging the newly identified components with the components 
that appear in the current approximation. 
3. Estimation: Solving a least-squares problem to find the target signal. 
4. Pruning: Produce a new solution by retaining only the largest entries in the 
estimation from step 3. 
5. Sample Update: Subtract the effect of the current iteration approximation from the 
residual. 
 
The Pseudocode for CoSaMP is listed in Algorithm 2.2. Comprehensive details about how 






Algorithm 2.2: Compressive Sampling Orthogonal Matching Pursuit 
Inputs: CS Matrix 𝐴, measurement vector 𝑦, sparsity level 𝑠 
Initialize: 𝑥0 = 0, 𝒗 = 𝑦, 𝑖 = 0 
repeat 
 𝑖 ← 𝑖 + 1 
 𝒚 ← 𝐴∗𝒗   {Form signal proxy} 
 Λ𝑖 ← supp(𝒚2𝑠)  {Identify large components} 
 𝑇 ← Λ𝑖  ∪ supp(𝑥𝑖−1)   {Merge supports} 
 𝑏|𝑇 ← 𝐴
𝐻𝒚,   𝑏|𝑇𝑐 ← 0  {Signal estimation by least squares} 
 𝑥 ← 𝑏𝑠    {Prune to obtain next approximation} 
 𝑟𝑖 ← 𝒚 − 𝐴𝑥𝑖    
Until halting criterion 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 
Output: 𝑠-Sparse representation 𝑥 
 
 
2.4  Direction Finding 
 
 
2.4.1 Direction of Arrival Estimation Algorithms 
 
Direction Finding (DF) (or a Direction of Arrival (DOA) estimation algorithm) is based 
essentially on either a maximum likelihood solution or a subspace decomposition approach 
[26] [27]. Subspace-based approaches have received more focus, after the work in [28] has 
proved to be computationally simple not as its counterpart; the Maximum Likelihood (ML) 




Figure 2.8: Different methods for DOA estimation. 
 
Regarding signal subspace techniques, only the signal projection is considered, while in 
noise subspace based techniques, noise projection is used. Subspace approaches are 
categorized into search-based and algebraic-based methods. For search-based techniques, 
the response of the array to a single source is to be known in advance (analytically, as a 
function of arrival angle, or found via calibration). On the other hand, algebraic techniques 
don’t involve a search process, and result in the DOA estimates in angles directly.  
MUltiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm is a search-based noise subspace 
method used to determine the DOA of a narrowband source using an array of sensors [29]. 
A famous algorithm based on signal subspace method implemented as a DF solution is 
Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT) [28]. In 
Root-MUSIC [30], we use antenna array that is assumed to be uniformly-spaced and linear, 
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in which the search process required after using MUSIC is exchanged by a root finding 
solution. 
The next sections briefly review the formulation of these three algorithms (MUSIC, 
ESPRIT, Root-MUSIC). In section 3.4, the methodology followed to apply those three 
DOA estimation techniques to UWB sparse channels is presented. The aim is to benchmark 
the performance of our new method against those existing algorithms. 
 
2.4.2 Mathematical Formulation 
 
Consider a 6-element uniform linear array (ULA) receiving signal from a single emitter 
source at direction 𝜃 as shown in Figure 2.9. 






















Figure 2.9: 4-element ULA receiving signal from a single emitter at direction 𝜃. 
 
where 𝐱(𝑡) is the received RF signals vector and 𝜏𝑀 are the path delays resulting from 
relative direction compared to the receiver antenna arrays. In case of linear arrays 𝜏𝑀 =
𝜏0 − (𝑑𝑚/𝑐) sin 𝜃, and 𝜏0 being the path delay from the array central point to the emitter, 
𝑑𝑚 are the lengths of paths from the array elements to middle point, 𝑐 denoted the speed 
of light, and 𝜃 is the required angle to be found. The unknown random phase term 𝑒−𝑗𝜔𝑐𝜏0 
















        (2.15) 
Let 𝜆 denote the wavelengths. The “array manifold” 𝐚(𝜃) (or usually it is called the steering 








]       (2.16) 
Assuming that 𝑠(𝑡) is normalized (unit power value), the channel model for the received 
signal is formed as: 
𝐲(𝑡) = √SNR 𝑠(𝑡) 𝐚(𝜃0) + 𝐯(𝑡)      (2.17) 
where 𝐯(𝑡) is an i.i.d complex Gaussian noise signal that has zero mean and unit variance. 
By definition 𝜃0 is the source direction, and SNR is the received-signal-to-noise ratio. 
Direction finding algorithms are usually implemented in digital systems, so the discrete-
time version of the signal model can be written as: 𝐲[𝑘] = √SNR 𝑠[𝑘] 𝐚(𝜃0) + 𝐯[𝑘], where 
𝑘 is the index of the sample. 
 
2.4.2.1  MUSIC Algorithm 
The algorithm is developed assuming that there are 𝑃 signals that are arriving on the array, 
given by the discrete-time vector form summation: 
𝑦[𝑘] = ∑ 𝛼𝑝[𝑘] 𝐚(𝜃𝑝) + 𝐯[𝑘]
𝑃
𝑝=1 ,         𝑘 = 1,… , 𝐾     (2.18) 
where 𝜃𝑝 are the signal directions, 𝛼𝑝[𝑘] are uncorrelated received signal complex 
amplitudes, and 𝐯[𝑘] is a complex vector representing Gaussian noise process with zero-
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mean and unit-variance. The covariance of 𝑦[𝑘] vector is found by 𝐑𝑦 = 𝐸{𝐲[𝑘]𝐲[𝑘]
𝐻}, 
and it has the form given by 
𝐑𝑦 = ∑ 𝜎𝑝
2 𝐚(𝜃𝑝) 𝐚(𝜃𝑝)
𝐻𝑃
𝑝=1 + 𝐈       (2.19) 
where 𝜎𝑝
2 = 𝐸 {|𝛼𝑝[𝑘]|
2
} is the 𝑝th signal SNR, 𝐈 is the identity matrix of size 𝑝×𝑝, and 
𝐻 is the Hermitian operator. Let 𝐑𝑦 = 𝐔𝚺𝐔
𝐻 be the singular-value decomposition (SVD) 
of the matrix 𝐑𝑦, where 𝚺 = diag{[𝜎1
2 + 1,… , 𝜎𝑝
2 + 1,1, … ,1]} is a diagonal matrix of the 
singular values of 𝐑𝑦. The matrix 𝐔 can be portioned as  𝐔 = [𝐔𝑠, 𝐔𝑛], where the 𝑀×𝑃 
matrix 𝐔𝑠 “the signal subspace” resembles the vector corresponding to the largest 𝑃 
singular values, and the matrix 𝐔𝑛 “the noise subspace” forms the singular vector 
associated with the remaining 𝑀 − 𝑃 smallest singular values. The two subspaces are 
orthogonal (𝐔 is unitary), i.e.:  𝐔𝑠
𝐻 𝐔𝑛 = 𝟎. It follows that   𝐚
𝐻(𝜃) 𝐔𝑛 = 𝟎 for 𝜃 =
𝜃1, … , 𝜃𝑃. 
The spectrum 𝑆(𝜃) =
1
|𝐚𝐻(𝜃) 𝐔𝑛|
2 will contain peaks (very high amplitudes in the case of no 
noise assumption) at the signals directions 𝜃1, … , 𝜃𝑃. Although, it is usual that the 
covariance matrix 𝐑𝑦 is not available at the receiver. Thus, estimation of the covariance 
matrix using the available data is required to find the sample covariance matrix ?̂?𝑦 =
∑ 𝐲[𝑘]𝐲[𝑘]𝐻𝐾𝑘=1 . 
The SVD of the sample covariance matrix is ?̂?𝑦 = ?̂? ?̂? ?̂?
𝐻, and the corresponding noise 
subspace is found by portioning ?̂? as in ?̂? = [?̂?𝑠, ?̂?𝑛]. The spectrum ?̂?(𝜃) is called the 






2       or       ?̂?(𝜃) =
𝐚𝐻(𝜃) 𝐚(𝜃)
|𝐚𝐻(𝜃) ?̂?𝑛|
2       (2.20) 
Orthogonality between 𝐚(𝜃) and ?̂?𝑛 will minimize the denominator and hence will give 
rise to peaks in the MUSIC spectrum. By computing and plotting the MUSIC spectrum 
over the whole range of 𝜃, the DOA’s can be estimated by locating the peaks in the 
spectrum. A one-dimension search algorithm for the largest 𝑃 peaks in the MUSIC 
spectrum is required to get the DOA’s as an angle (i.e.: a numerical form). 
 
2.4.2.2  ESPRIT Algorithm 
ESPRIT algorithm is implemented by using two identical and identically oriented sub-
arrays (where one of them represents a shifted replica of the other), and the displacement 
vector between the two subarrays is assumed to be known in advance (though, it is 
geometry independent). The two steering vectors for the two sub-arrays are assumed to be 
𝐚1(𝜃) = 𝑱1𝐚(𝜃) ,      𝐚2(𝜃) = 𝑱2𝐚(𝜃)        (2.21) 
where 𝑱1 and 𝑱2 are two matrices defined for selection as having in each row only one entry 
that is one and the remaining are set to zeros. In linear organized arrays, the steering vectors 




)𝑑𝑥 sin𝜃, where 𝑑𝑥 is the 
displacement between the two sub-arrays. Similarly, the steering matrices for the two sub-
arrays are related as 𝐀1(𝜃) = 𝐀2(𝜃) 𝑸(𝜃), where  
𝑸(𝜃) ≜ diag { 𝑒𝑗(
2𝜋
𝜆
)𝑑𝑥 sin𝜃1 , … , 𝑒𝑗(
2𝜋
𝜆
)𝑑𝑥 sin𝜃𝐿}   (2.22) 
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For sources with incoherent signals, the entries of the columns of the signal sub-space 
eigenvectors (𝑬𝑆) and the steering matrix (𝐀(𝜃)) extends the same subspace. Thus 𝑬𝑆 =
𝐀(𝜃) 𝑻 where 𝑻 is nonsingular. It can be shown that 𝑬𝑆1 = 𝑨2𝑸 𝑻 = 𝑬𝑆2𝑻
−1 𝑸 𝑻, where 
𝑬𝑆2 = 𝑱2𝑬𝑆. The matrices 𝚿 = 𝑻
−1 𝑸 𝑻 and 𝑸 would be having equal singular values. 
Thus, the algorithm will be operating by two steps. First, an estimate of 𝚿 is to be found. 
Second, the AOAs are calculated from the singular values of 𝚿. 
The lease-squares (LS) solution to estimate 𝚿 is ?̂? = arg min
𝚿
||?̂?𝑆1 − ?̂?𝑆2𝚿||𝐹 =
?̂?⊺𝑆2  ?̂?𝑆1, where (∙)
⊺ denotes the pseudo-inverse. Although the matrices ?̂?𝑆1and ?̂?𝑆2 may 
contain errors in their estimate, so a solution might be using the total least-square (TLS) 
approach. The TLS solves the problem 
min
𝚿, 𝒁1 ,𝒁2
||[𝒁1, 𝒁2]||𝐹       s. t.     ?̂?𝑆1 + 𝒁1 = (?̂?𝑆2 + 𝒁2)𝚿    (2.23) 
which leads to  ?̂? = −𝑴22 𝑴12
−1 [31], where 𝑴12 and 𝑴22 are 𝑃×𝑃 matrices computed 





𝐻 ) (?̂?𝑆1 ?̂?𝑆2) = (
𝑴11 𝑴12
𝑴21 𝑴22






𝐻 )    (2.24) 
and ?̃? = diag{?̃?1, … , ?̃?2𝑃} is the sorted eigenvectors. TLS-ESPRIT is shown to be better 
than LS-ESPRIT in fully calibrated sensor arrays. 
The estimated DOAs are then calculated as 
𝜃𝑖 = sin
−1[−?̃?𝑖/2𝜋𝑑𝑥]       ,      𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑃      (2.25) 
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2.4.2.3  Root-MUSIC 














































































≜ 𝒂(𝓏)    (2.26) 
where 𝓏 ≜ exp{𝑗(2𝜋/𝜆)𝑑𝑥 sin 𝜃}, and 𝑑𝑥 is the spacing between the array elements. The 
denominator of the spectrum found by MUSIC algorithm would then be written as 
𝑓(𝜃) = 𝒂𝐻(𝜃) ?̂?𝑁 ?̂?𝑁




𝐻 𝒂(𝓏) ≜ 𝑓(𝓏)    (2.27) 
There are (𝑁 − 1) complex conjugate reciprocal roots for the polynomial 𝑓(𝓏). In noise-
free case 𝑓(𝓏) would have 𝑃 sets of dual roots 𝓏𝑖 = exp{𝑗(2𝜋/𝜆)𝑑𝑥 sin 𝜃𝑖}, 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑃, 
and there are 2(𝑁 − 𝑃 − 1) more “noise” roots “neglected”. In case of noisy operation, the 
roots positions are slightly shifted although can be estimated from the closest roots to unit 
circle in 𝑓(𝓏). 
Thus, the Root-MUSIC algorithm tries to find all possible roots of 𝑓(𝓏) and estimates 
signal DOAs from the 𝑃 highest-magnitude roots which correspond to the signal subspace 




2.4.3 Information Theoretic Detection 
 
Usually, the receiver side does not know how many signals to estimate (i.e.: 𝑃 is unknown). 
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [32] and Minimum Description Length (MDL) 
[33] are the two-common information theoretic approaches used to estimate the number of 
signals. They are widely used methods for estimating the size of smallest model that is 
represented by a given set of data. 
The eigenvalues represent the noise-subspace which are assumed to be equal to 𝜎; as the 
noise is white (spectrally flat, uncorrelated by assumption). The signal-subspace 
eigenvalues are comparatively larger than 𝜎. Thus, the smallest number of eigenvectors 
that reflects the correlation between the antenna elements is to be treated as the number of 
signals found in such model (set of data). 
In [34] a formulation of the AIC and MDL is presented, and it has been shown that the two 
approaches are applicable for cases where the noise eigenvalues are roughly equal and the 
signal is having higher power (basically a reasonable SNR values). 
The two criterions are based on Kullback-Leibler information measure, and are described 
as a function of the parameter 𝑚 where 0 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑁 − 1 as: 
1. 𝐴𝐼𝐶(𝑀)   =  −2𝐾(𝑁 − 𝑀) ln[𝑄(𝑀)] +       2𝑀(2𝑁 − 𝑀)     (2.28) 
2. 𝑀𝐷𝐿(𝑀) =  −   𝐾(𝑁 − 𝑀) ln[𝑄(𝑀)] + (
1
2




𝐾 = number of vectors used to find the eigenvalues, 
𝑀 = number of signals that are incident on the array, 








        (2.30) 
The probability of error is shown as a function of the SNR in Figure 2.10 (adapted from 
[34]) for both AIC and MDL for comparison. 
 
Figure 2.10: Information detection criteria’s comparison (AIC and MDL) [27]. 
 
In low power applications (specially the case of UWB systems), the need is for techniques 
that perform better in low SNR environment. In low SNR values, the MDL criteria gives 
high probability when used to find 𝑀 than that results from using the AIC, hence it is more 




2.4.4 Review of CS based DF methods 
 
Here we present a review of some of the previous research work done regarding combining 
compressive sensing with DOA estimation. Most of the research is focused on acoustic 
signals “narrowband signals” to exploit the sparsity constrain. The goal is to reduce the 
SVD calculation cost and get higher resolution signals using low sampling rates. The 𝑙1-
SVD is an algorithm developed to achieve that. 
The authors of [35] present a sparse-based source localization method in which the samples 
of the array manifold are assumed to be sparse and signal reconstruction is made possible 
by utilizing an 𝑙1-norm based penalties. The proposed method uses subspace based DOA 
algorithms (Root-MUSIC and ESPRIT). Their method uses an 𝑙1-SVD calculation 
technique to summarize the projection of parallel streams. Their scheme is applicable for 
both narrowband and wideband systems through a resolution refinement method and a 
regularized parameter 𝜆 for the 𝑙1-SVD algorithm. 
Another 𝑙1-SVD implementation for acoustic source localization appears in [36]. The 
method used is for acoustic signal localization with passive antenna arrays, which is a non-
parametric technique. Super resolution signals are obtained using non-quadratic 
regularization penalty function to the sparse audio signals. Assumptions made are for both 
correlated or uncorrelated, narrowband or wideband channels. Beamforming, Capon and 
MUSIC algorithms are proven to increase resolution in the given assumptions. 
An angle domain sparse bearing localization method is developed in [37]. Again, acoustic 
signals which are assumed to be modeled as a sparse vector in the angle space are processed 
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using an 𝑙1-norm optimization problem solution. Here, a quantized compressed 
microphone data is combined (sparse signal reconstruction) with angle domain analysis to 
localize the transmitter.  
As [31] concluded, the nonconventional methods for DOA estimation utilizing the two 
algorithms of MUSIC and ESPRIT are not the best-fit for estimating the DOAs in sparse 
channels, because only small number of the significant channel paths are resolvable, i.e 
captured with high time-domain resolution by the receiver antennas configuration (inter-
element spacing and array arrangement). The need for other DF techniques for UWB 
systems is because such CIRs have a very large number of multipath components that 
should be resolved efficiently. Therefore, these methods can be utilized in combination 
with the framework of compressive sensing. That is true when the realization of real 
multipath channels is to only be considered “effectively” sparse. 
 
2.5  K-Means Clustering Algorithm 
 
 
𝑘-means clustering (Lloyd's algorithm [38]) is an iterative algorithm used for data-
partitioning. It assigns 𝑛 observation points to one of 𝑘 clusters and gives their centroids. 
The number of centroids is assumed to be known before the algorithm begins to group the 
points into clusters. 
It is a commonly known simple statistical algorithm that works by alternating between two 
steps until convergence. It starts with randomly assigning points to 𝑘 clusters. The 
assignment step (in which each sample point is assigned to the cluster with the closest 
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mean), and the update step (in which it calculates the new means and sets them as 
centroids). It reaches convergence when no sample point is reassigned in the previous step. 
 
while !(converged) 
 for each point 
  assign label 
 end 
 for each cluster 




Figure 2.11: K-Means Algorithm flowchart and pseudo code. 
K-Means treats each observation in the data set as an object having a location in a two-
dimensional space. The algorithm is implemented efficiently to work with both online and 
offline clustering and data analysis routines. It makes use of data vectorization and matrix 
multiplication between sparse matrices. 
Algorithm 2.3: 𝑘-Means Clustering  
Inputs: 2D sample Data 𝑋, number of clusters 𝑘, maximum number of iterations 𝑡 
Initialize: 𝑘 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑑𝑠, 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠 
repeat 
 Compute point-to-cluster distances of all observations to each centroid 
 Assign 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 to each observation with the closest centroid 
 Update 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑑𝑠 by computing the average in each 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 





Another alternative to achieve the goal of data clustering is the use of a member of the 
Expectation-Maximization family of algorithms. Their implementation depends on finding 
a maximum likelihood of a posteriori estimate. The application of such methods is rather 
complex for the use of clustering for direction of arrival estimation. Although it may 
introduce enhancements that requires investigation. 
 
2.6  Summary 
 
Ultra-Wideband systems have a great role in enhancing communication links to utilize 
higher data rates. The problem of minimizing multiple sources interference is achieved by 
beamforming, and hence the need for precise, yet practical, direction finding approaches. 
The testing of such systems can be done using computer simulation, in which a Saleh-
Valenzuela and Ray-Tracing models can be setup for sparse UWB channel realization. 
In Compressive sensing, the number of samples acquired is much smaller than the number 
of samples required to fully represent a signal. This leads to a relaxed sampling rate 
constraints and to a minimized use of ADCs resources. Signal reconstruction from the 
compressed version is found by using a solution of a simplex convex optimization problem; 
in many cases with fast iterative algorithms that can be done effectively. As it was said 
before, the sparsest solution can be obtained with 𝑙0-norm optimization. Unfortunately, this 
optimization problem is impractical under computational constraints. The problem is 
relaxed using 𝑙1-norm. 
One of the Matching Pursuit family of algorithms (a modified variant of the orthogonal 
one, CoSaMP) is selected to be used for sparse signal recovery. The role of CS is to show 
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when the sensing procedure is done in a non-redundant fashion for the received signal, the 
sampling rates may be reduced by factors where the information contained in the signal 
remains intact. 
Conventional method for Direction Finding are well established. The emerging demand of 
source localization solutions in UWB has yet to be studied in subsequent work. Combining 
DOA estimation procedures with some statistical methods for sparse UWB systems is 
subject of this research.  
This research gives attention to the design of the various blocks that enables the DF system 
to function, and verifies the system operation via computer simulation. This report sheds 








3.1 Proposed Method Description 
 
3.1.1 Channel Impulse Response 
 
The assumed system is proposed to operate in UWB communication systems. Impulse 
Radio UWB (IR-UWB) is a special case where short-interval low-power impulses are 
transmitted rather than a modulated RF signal. The resulting signal (as well as the channel 
impulse response) is assumed to be sparse in nature (Section 2.2.4). The channel affecting 
UWB-IR transmission is considered to have sparse coefficients, so as the modulated-UWB 
transmission. 
The receiver for such system is required to have an impractically high sampling rate that is 
a subject of hardware and design cost limitations. Other UWB systems, such as the 802.11 
Wi-Fi protocol, assumes a bandwidth in terms of tens of megahertz. According to Nyquist 
sampling theory, the receiver should at least sample the received signal at twice the largest 
frequency component (when dealing with incoming amplitude signals, rather than channel 
impulse responses), which gives rise to the use of compressive sensing in dealing with such 
systems to relax the high sampling constraints (further though reducing power consumed 
by the samplers of portable wireless systems). 
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With the aid of compressive sensing framework, the signal processing aspects of UWB 
signals are becoming increasingly feasible. The ability of the receiver to acquire “sparse in 
nature” signals and deal with “sparse” channels makes the possibility high for enhancing 
current signal processing techniques for both narrowband and wideband communication 
systems. 
Channel Impulse Responses (CIRs) are to be synthesized using one of the two methods 
described in Chapter 3. The model produced by the UWB measurements done by Intel is 
utilized as the first source of CIR snapshots. The second model is derived from a ray-
tracing methodology. Each model has its set of parameters and settings; and both to be 
considered as a simulation setup for system operation. 
 
3.1.2 Compressive Sensing 
 
Here we define two complementing processes, the compression (i.e.: simulating the 
inability of the receiver to sample at high sampling rate) and the expansion (i.e.: signal 
reconstruction from sparse linear measurements). Based on the assumption that the signal 
is in much higher bandwidth (typical UWB scenarios), the receiver samples at lower 
sampling rate, and given the assumption that the channel is sparse, reconstruction 
algorithms can be used to get a higher resolution channel impulse response for later DOA 
estimation subsystem. 
A method is developed to solve the problem of CIR reconstruction from its compressed 
samples; the CoSaMP algorithm (with Gaussian sampling matrix). The choice of using 
CoSaMP is based on the conventional compressive sensing approach discussed in Section 
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3.3.2. The aim is to get a finer resolution signal (and hence a finer resolution CIR) that can 
resolve DOAs within fine time resolution. 
Although, the resolution of the CIR obtained would imply the success of such methods. 
Special signals “pilots” are usually transmitted within the data signal to excite the specific 
portions of spectrum of the channel; and by reproducing the same pilot signal at the 
receiver, the problem of channel identification becomes an easier task. The ability to grasp 
a clearer information about the CIR is subject to the capability of the designed pilot signal 
to excite the channel bandwidth (i.e.: the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is sufficiently 
wide, which is commonly the case for UWB systems). 
 
3.1.3 Direction of Arrival Estimation 
 
Methods of enhancing the performance of direction finding techniques are varying between 
simplifying algorithms workflows, increasing accuracy of detection for multiple adjacent 
signals in low-SNR environments, reducing calculations and orders of operations and 
relaxing implementation and system design complexities. 
Most of the conventional algorithms for DOA estimation utilize subspace based projection 
analysis, although current research is emerging for using the channel impulse response 
(CIR) acquired by the receiver for DOA estimation and receiver localization. In such 
systems, the receiver could use compressive sensing tools to get a finer resolution of the 






Figure 3.1: 1×2 DOA Estimation for MPCs arriving symmetrically at receiver element. 
 
When deploying conventional DF techniques; in some scenarios (illustrated in Figure 3.1 
for the case of 1×2 SIMO channel) the estimated DOA angle might be a combinatorial 
(from multiple symmetric paths that overlap in time domain) which results in relatively 
inaccurate estimation. By looking at the multipath components (MPCs) arriving at each 
antenna, the correct DOA angle is estimated based on the CIR of each receiver element. 
This justifies the need to consider a high resolution of amplitudes and phases of the arrived 
MPCs rather than using a signal (or noise) subspace projection technique. 
 
3.1.4 Overall System Description 
 
The block diagram in Figure 3.2 summarizes the proposed method for DOA estimation 
under UWB channel conditions. A transmitter consisting of a conventional quadrature 
modulation scheme is deployed. A Sparse UWB multipath channel realization is generated 
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using the concept of Section 3.2, and is used to “corrupt” the signal. Additive white 







Figure 3.02: Summarized block diagram of the proposed method. 
 
The proposed system contains an antenna array of 𝑚 uniformly spaced receiving elements 
is capturing the signal passed through the channel. Compression is the method to simulate 
the receiver incapable samplers “low rate samplers”. The extraction of the channel impulse 
response is an essential step to base DOA estimate on the angular domain “rather than 
using the received signal vector”. It is implemented via conventional channel identification 
utilizing adaptive algorithms (i.e.: LMS or RLS). The Expansion is the process of 
‘zooming-in’ the CIR to resolve MPCs that are lumped together due to the lack of high 
sampling rate ADCs. 
The DOA estimation is done in the angular domain (delay bins versus estimated individual 
DOAs) by associating MPC with their respective ‘images’ through the 𝑚 receiving 
element. A one-dimensional search procedure is deployed to match incoming MPC 
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received by different antennas. Using these MPC associations’ along with the relative ray 
arrival delays, a distinct DOA can be estimated as per delay-bin basis. 
As a DOA detection technique, the factors that affects system performance vary between 
SNR levels, receiver element inter-spacing distance, estimation errors result from detection 
algorithm used, channel parameters and deployment case. Due to the presence of noise in 
real life scenarios and CIR extraction errors results from reconstruction algorithms, 
direction estimations will become noisy and estimates tend to scatter around the actual 
DOA of each incoming ray. 
A majority classification method is used to get a collective final DOA estimate per arrived 
ray as the main goal of this method. Clustering DOA estimation in the Angle-Delay domain 
[39] is a common method for reporting probable angles and the degree of confidence for 
the estimated directions for later purposes (i.e.: transmit beamforming). Statistical method 
devised from the K-means Algorithm are deployed for such goals. 
 
In the following sections, a detailed procedure for each step is presented and illustrated. 
The first part of the channel modelling is composed of the channel models used to 
synthesize UWB channels and behaviors. The methods stated in Section 3.2.1 are carried 
out to achieve a channel impulse response (CIR) that corresponds to the Intel suggested 
model. 
The second part of the channel modelling is the procedure to simulate a ray-tracing model 
of an assumed premise that is composed of a transmitter element, a multiple-antenna 
receiver element and a barrier object. Channel models extracted from this method are set 
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in UWB scenarios. Both models are used as a starting point to get channel impulse 
responses that the later system will work on as inputs.  
After defining a channel model, a justification of utilizing compressive sensing (CS) in the 
proposed DOA estimation is presented. It is assumed that the receiver is unable to get a 
fine resolution of the channel state parameters (amplitudes and phases) in presence of a 
highly sampled (wideband) transmitted signal that exceeds its sampling frequency; rather 
to mention that there will be 2 or more antenna/sampling elements that are required to 
devise the direction of the incoming signal (which gives rise to receiver’s cost and 
power/portability design concerns). 
Estimating DOA from CIRs is carried out in a sample-by-sample basis (rather than 
considering a window of samples of the received signal as done in conventional DF 
methods). The samples are assumed to have a sufficient time-domain resolution (number 
of samples per delay bin) that allows for accurately resolving DOAs for distinct MPCs. CS 
expansion is the step accounted for producing high resolutions. 
Numerical DOA estimation techniques (fast algebraic methods, Figure 2.8) act an 
important role in the overall system operation and efficiency. Variants of ESPRIT and 
Root-MUSIC algorithms (Section 2.4.2.2 and 2.4.2.3) are selected as the main algorithms 
for the purpose of estimating angles of individual samples because of their simple 
implementation and reasonable computation efficiency. Although, modified version (such 
as Unitary-ESPRIT) can be considered to replace them. 
A post-processing step for the individual samples’ DOA estimates is developed to 
accomplish a collective decision that can be used as a beamforming reference. A modified 
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clustering method (a statistical technique described in Section 2.5) based on K-Means 
algorithm is established to form a final DOA estimate. 
Due to the broad number of techniques that are utilized to design this method, the number 
of parameters to adjust are fairly large (highly flexible). Investigation is carried out for 
some key aspects and their performance limits are discussed in the Chapter 4. 
 
3.2 UWB Channel Model 
 
3.2.1 Intel-based Model 
 
Based on the discussion presented on Section 2.2.2, an extended model is proposed to 
simulate the UWB channel effect with high degree of matching real channels measured in 
[6]. The channel model is based on the S-V model with the additional extension discussed 
below. Due to the fact that UWB channels have rich multipath propagation effects, the 
received UWB signal is composed of multiple echoes of the transmitted signal, which 
suffer individually from different path attenuations and delays. 
The used model is the one suggested by the IEEE 802.15.3a and 4a working groups for 
UWB communication channels. In narrowband communication channels, Rayleigh 
random processes are deployed to simulate the fading coefficients, but in UWB channels 
fading is simulated as log-normal random process [6]. An Extended Saleh-Valenzuela 
(ESV) channel model is used for simulating channel impulse response and obtaining their 
power delay profile (PDP). 
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With reference to the notation listed in Section 2.2.2, the deployed channel model 
coefficients are defined as 𝛼𝑘,𝑙 = 𝑝𝑘,𝑙𝛽𝑘,𝑙, where 𝑝𝑘,𝑙 is an equiprobable ±1. And 𝛽𝑘,𝑙 is 
modeled as a log-normal fading term, as 20 log10 𝛽𝑘,𝑙 ∝ Normal (𝜇𝑘,𝑙, 𝜎
2), or |𝛽𝑘,𝑙| =
10𝑛/20 where 𝑛 ∝  Normal (𝜇𝑙, 𝜎
2), and 𝐸[𝛽𝑘,𝑙] = Ω0𝑒
−𝑇𝑙/Γ 𝑒−𝜏𝑘,𝑙 /𝛾, where 𝑇𝑙 is the 
excess delay of the 𝑙𝑡ℎ tap and Ω0 is the mean power of the first path of the first cluster, 
and the ray arrival time 𝜇𝑙 is given by: 
𝜇𝑙 =





      (3.1) 
The model used to generate an UWB CIR is verified to fit measurements in both LOS and 
NLOS scenarios. The fitting is done via matching the values of the mean excess delay, 
RMS delay, and mean path number from the measurements and the simulation [6]. 
There are four channel sub-models presented by the standard set by the IEEE in the 
802.15.3a work-group to fulfill measurement results, namely channel modes (CM) [1, 2, 3 
and 4], for different channel characteristics. They differ in line-of-sight (LOS) availability, 
delay and the transmitter-receiver separation range [40]. 
Figure 3.4 – “Intel-Tracing Model” shows a snapshot of the realization of a channel 
impulse response (CIR) as well as its respective power delay profile generated by the 
simulation of Intel model. The amplitude/power are normalized with respect to the 






3.2.2 Ray Tracing Model: 
 
Ray-Tracing is a system to calculate paths of electromagnetic waves and model their 
propagation effects throughout an assumed premise. The appropriate system should 
include the phenomena of line-of-sight (LOS) loss “free space propagation”, reflection, 
diffraction and diffusion. 
The graph on Figure 3.3 illustrates the idea behind ray-tracing. Although the two 
phenomena in question are the LOS attenuation, and the reflection of radio waves when 
they hit objects and their direction of departure (DOD) changes as seen by the receiving 
element compared to the line of sight DOD. 
 




The set of assumptions that are based on propagation theory, and are made to achieve a 
close-to-real room CIR realization for UWB channel is detailed. The input parameters 
considered are: the room geometry (size and/or dimension), barrier location, TX-RX 
separation, detection bin size (time-domain resolution), receiver antenna inter-element 
spacing, frequency of operation and utilized bandwidth, and reflection coefficients of 
walls/barrier/partition that depends on their materials. The transmitter is assumed to be an 
omni-directional antenna which radiates in 360 degrees’ circle (2D propagation is 
considered in our model). Regarding the propagation environment, it is assumed to be 
homogenous; i.e., there are no medium discontinuities (the wave is traveling through air). 
Reflections only occur when the electromagnetic signal hits either a partition face, or the 
room walls. 
Figure 3.4 shows the operation of a ray-tracing model in a room environment. The more 
the objects to be simulated in the premises (chairs, tables, …etc); the more the complexity 
level of tracing, and hence the closer the model results to actual scenarios. Although the 
focus is on getting a sample CIR that has multiple reflections and spread over a reasonable 




Figure 3.4: Example of Ray Tracing Model Operation. 
 
When the ray hits one of the receiver antenna (RX) elements (i.e.: sensed), it’s magnitude 
and total path length (which is later translated to its total time of travel “delay”) are 
recorded in the corresponding delay bin (the CIR is assumed to be as a discrete-time vector 
quantity, each amplitude/phase sample correspond to a delay bin). The DOA of that 
individual ray is saved for later comparisons. 
The fact that two or more rays may arrive at the same bin has been considered, and a 
separate DOA is noted for each incoming ray. The rays arrive at the same delay bin are 
added in terms of power and averaged in terms of DOAs. The highest power ray will 
dominate the DOA estimation at that delay bin, because the estimates will be weighted by 
their respective powers. 
Outputs of the Ray-Tracing model are CIRs (by the number of the receiver antenna 
elements), DOAs of each ray, path lengths of different rays and paths delays. To compute 
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the CIR per antenna element using the computed received amplitudes, phases of each 
sample are obtained from path delays and incorporated in a complex-valued noise-free 
CIR. A simulation of a Gaussian channel noise is added to the noise-free samples to result 
in a CIR of the current scenario. 
By varying the location of TX and RX as well as the partition properties, the channel 
realization (like the one sampled in Figure 3.5 – “Ray-Tracing Model”) obtained is 
consequently changed, thus achieving random simulated snaps of different CIRs. By 
controlling the parameters above and the presence (geometry) of the barrier, availability of 
a LOS component is a matter of chance (random geometric re-location of the transmitter 
and the receiver). 
 




3.3 Compressive Sensing 
 
3.3.1 Compression and Expansion 
 
In Compressive sensing framework, compression of CIRs is done through multiplying the 
presumably-sparse vector (channel realization) by a Gaussian Random sensing kernel. This 
operation simulates the receiver inability of detecting fine resolution CIRs with the 
presence of the wideband signal sensed by its antenna elements (zooming out the delay 
axis). Sensing noise is the error that results from the imperfections of the receive elements 
structure, and assumed to be Gaussian with i.i.d samples. 
The compression matrix used is a normalized Gaussian matrix that has orthogonal columns. 
Other matrices should be conditioned by satisfying the RIP constraint. Possible choices are 
random matrices that have entries chosen according to sub-Gaussian, Bernoulli or Partial 






≤ (1 + 𝛿𝑠)||𝜃||𝑙2
2
    (3.2) 
Signal Reconstruction problem (designated by CS Expansion process in Figure 3.6) is 
solved using compressive sensing framework. To recover (i.e., zoom in the delay axis) the 
sparse CIR with an acceptable degree of error (MSE level), a linear programming algorithm 
is used. Matching Pursuit (MP) algorithm variants are investigated for this purpose. The 
performance of the reconstruction step is subject to the choice of sensing matrix structure 
in the (CS Compression) step, as well as the desired level of MSE error and compression 
ratios. A more reliable implementation of the MP concept (Section 2.3.3) is achieved by 




Figure 3.6: CS compression and Expansion for CIR realization. 
 
3.3.2 Minimum Square Error Comparison of CS Algorithms 
 
How to choose the best algorithm for UWB sparse channel is an issue of complexity versus 
performance and design. An MSE-based criterion for comparison between MP algorithms 
is deployed. The performance depends on the noise level as well as the channel simulation 




∑ [ℎ𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙(𝑖) − ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑖)]
2𝐿
𝑖=1       (3.3) 
where 
 𝐿 ≡ length of the CIR vector “no. of delay bins”. 
ℎ𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 ≡ Actual CIR before compressing. 
ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣 ≡ Recovered CIR after expansion. 
The selection of the CoSaMP algorithm is done based on having the minimum MSE error 
in the expansion step compared to the actual CIR produced by the Intel and Ray-Tracing 




3.4 Direction Finding 
 
3.4.1 Algorithms Implementation 
 
Given the received signal vectors (𝑛 of them, each corresponds to a different antenna 
element), the algorithms MUSIC, ESPRIT and Root-MUSIC work by obtaining an 
estimate for the received signal correlation matrix 𝑹𝑦. The accuracy of such methods 
depends on the window size (the number of samples captured to estimate 𝑹𝑦). In other 
words, DOA estimation resolution is a function of the bin size and the window length 
(number of samples captured). That is the more number of samples, the better is the 
estimate of 𝑹𝑦 to ensemble the true covariance matrix. 
Eigenvalue decomposition is an essential step into projecting the signal eigenvalues in the 
signal/noise spaces. Given 𝐔𝑠 “the signal space”, 𝐔𝑛 “the noise subspace”, 𝚺 “the signal 
eigenvalues”, MUSIC, ESPRIT and Root-MUSIC algorithms do calculate a DOA estimate. 
The difference is the first algorithm “MUSIC” produces a spectrum with high peaks at 
DOAs of the incoming signals, while ESPRIT uses a Total-Least Squares solution to 
numerically estimate the angles of arrivals. The third algorithm looks at the problem as a 
polynomial roots solution. 
The number of incoming rays (𝑃) is estimated using an information theoretic detection 
method. Namely, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Minimum Description Length 
(MDL) (Section 2.4.3) are implemented to resolve this question. Although both measures 
are similar and straightforward, an efficient eigenvalue decomposition does affects their 
performance. Thus 𝑃 is given by: 
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𝑃 = −2𝐾(𝑁 − 𝑀) ln[𝑄(𝑀)] +       2𝑀(2𝑁 − 𝑀)    (3.4) 
in case of using the AIC metric, or: 
𝑃 = −   𝐾(𝑁 − 𝑀) ln[𝑄(𝑀)] + (
1
2
)𝑀(2𝑁 − 𝑀) ln(𝐾)   (3.5) 
when using the MDL metric. 
Figure 3.7 summarizes the steps for MUSIC algorithm. For the analytical DOA estimation 
methods (ESPRIT and Root-MUSIC) there’s no need to calculate the spectrum or a search 
step, the angle of arrivals is given by Section 2.4.2 as: 
𝜃𝑖 = sin
−1[−?̃?𝑖/2𝜋𝑑𝑥]       ,      𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑃      (3.6) 
 
Figure 3.7: MUSIC algorithm flowchart. 
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3.4.2 Angle-Delay Domain Clustering 
 
The technique of obtaining a cumulative DOA estimate is done through clustering 
individually estimated DOAs in the Angle-Delay domain. Individually estimated DOAs 
are the results of running one of the conventional algorithms for finding the AOA on a bin-
by-bin basis. Estimates of DOAs are then viewed as a two-dimensional space; angles axis 
and their respective delay bins on the other axis. The points of that space are shown to be 
scattered and condensed around the actual rays’ DOAs. 
A post-processing step for clustering “grouping” DOAs is made possible by the use of the 
K-means algorithm (Section 2.5). A modified technique is used when clustering the points 
in the angle-delay domain. The procedure of representing different DOA estimates with 
different number of points is done as follows: the estimates obtained using low power are 
represented by fewer points, and vice versa (i.e.: the more the received power the more the 
confidence on the estimates that are based on them). 
This method leads to treating noisy received bins as noisy DOA estimates, so that actual 
received rays are favored in the clustering step. The way of judging whether a favored 
estimate is reliable or not depends on the definition of “received high power”. There are 
several ways of defining that, some of them are: by averaging all the powers across all the 
receiver antennas in each bin, finding the weighted product sum, selecting the maximum 
power to represent that bin power, using the variance or the sum of square roots (i.e., sum 




The clustering step is supposed to find centroids (the average cluster angle) of the DOA 
clusters which should be compared against the actual ray AOA. The performance of this 
process is subject to the performance of the estimation algorithm used (i.e., ESPRIT or 
Root-MUSIC). Other factors are based on the channel structures (density and geometry of 
reflectors) and CIR resolution captured at the receiver. The choice of which method to use 
on treating high powers is subject to more investigation and analysis. 
 
3.4.3 DOA Estimation Metrics 
 
The most looked-for features of a Direction-finding algorithm is having high accuracy and 
resolution when applied using small aperture arrays (small antenna footprint) and yet using 
the minimal number of antenna elements, and performing in lowest possible SNR 
environment, though having a reasonable cost/performance implementation. 
The root mean square is used as a metric to compare the performance of DF algorithms. 
The RMS Error (RMSE) in DOA estimation is computed as the square root of the average 











𝑡=1      (3.7) 
where, 
𝑇 ≡ Number of repeated DOA estimation trails over which the error is averaged, 
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𝑃 ≡ Number of incident rays available at the receiver elements (estimated using AIC or 
MDL), 
𝜃𝑝 ≡ The actual angle of arrival of the 𝑝th ray as generated in the simulation model, 
𝜃𝑝 ≡ The estimated angle of arrival of the 𝑝th ray as estimated by the clustering DOA in 









In this chapter, a review of the simulation setup is provided. A set of functional blocks is 
detailed in order to illustrate the various steps (Figure 4.1) that represent the verification of 
the DOA estimation method and the parameters considered in validating its performance 
are described. 
 
Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the procedure. 
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In the subsequent sections, the different parts and the overall system performance of the 
proposed DOA estimation technique is listed and discussed. The technique described in 
chapter 3 is a way of estimating the DOA of an incoming signal in an UWB transmission 
environment. Performance measures, results, and graphs that illustrate the different steps 
are listed in the succeeding sections. The tool used for testing and verifying the direction-
finding system is Matlab. 
The core of the pre-described technique involves the algorithms/techniques: UWB Channel 
generation (Intel model and Ray-Tracing model), CIR Compressing, CIR Expansion (with 
CoSaMP reconstruction), DOA estimation (ESPRIT or Root-MUSIC), Angle-Delay 
Domain Clustering (K-Means), Performance metrics (MSE). 
There are two channel models deployed to test such scenarios. The Ray-Tracing channel 
model and the model derived from the measurements done by Intel are simulated to obtain 
CIRs of different channel realizations. 
The later discussion involves the use of compressive sensing in dealing with the high 
bandwidth transmission. The receiver is assumed to be incapable of sampling at high 
sampling rates dictated by the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. The efficiency of such 
method is debated and its results are expressed. 
Conventional DOA estimation numerical methods (ESPRIT/Root-MUSIC) are utilized in 
a bin-by-bin basis to find intermediate DOA estimates in each delay-bin to form a 
constellation of points in the Angle-Delay space. The following sections deal with the 
problem of clustering DOA estimates in the Angle-Delay domain. 
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The final DOA measures are assumed to be the centroids of the concentrated distinct 
estimates. Readings from the simulations are compared to the actual values of ray DOAs 
stated by the models for verification. Comparisons are facilitated using the RMSE metric. 
 
4.2 UWB Channel Generation 
 
4.2.1 Ray-Tracing Model 
 
Simulations to get different CIRs to mimic real life UWB channels are done using the basic 
knowledge of radio frequency propagation phenomenon. The methodology described in 
Section 3.2.2 dictates that a realization of a power delay profile (PDP) along with 
individual rays DOAs would give sufficient information to deal with the DOA estimation 
problem. 
A scenario where there are 4 receiving antenna elements is used to give further explanation 
of the system operation. Figure 4.2 shows a snapshot of the tracing operation of this 
scenario where a ray (purple line) is registered to hit the first and the third antennas.  
The setup parameters are as follows: frequency of operation is set to 3 GHz, TX sweep 
angle (scanning range) is set to 360 degrees, maximum allowed number of reflections is 
16 reflection per ray, room dimensions are 10×8 𝑚2, barrier is set to be relatively at the 
middle of the room and inclined towards TX side, minimum hit/miss detection angle is set 
to be 0.5 degrees, bin size is 10 𝑐𝑚, reflection coefficient is same across the room boarders 
and the barrier and is set to 0.75 and for purpose of illustration the antenna interspacing 




Figure 4.2: Ray-Tracing Model operation snapshot. 
The resulting PDPs of each receiving antenna of the scenario defined in Figure 4.2 with 
respect to the time domain is plotted in Figure 4.3. The power levels are normalized and 
scaled to 10 dB with respect to the highest received power across the 4 antennas (the LOS 
component), the signal power is set to 10 dB above the noise level. The length of the CIR 
in ns is set to 700 𝑛𝑠; as the powers of later received rays tends to fade out due to multiple 
consecutive reflections (the lengthier path traveled by the EM wave the more its power 
drops due to free space loss). Multipath Components (MPCs) are shown to be sparse and 




Figure 4.3: CIR obtained from Ray-Tracing simulation with the aforementioned parameters. 
 
Each ray hits one of the receiving elements, several variables associated with that ray are 
recorded: the sweep angle in which it has been recorded to hit an RX antenna, the path 
length traveled through multiple reflections, whether two or more rays arrive at the same 
time or not (and their number), and most conveniently, their DOA resulted from the last 
reflector. These DOA’s are used for comparison with computed DOAs. 
The graph on Figure 4.4 shows the angle of arrival (AOA) generated by the simulation per 
ray for the same previously described scenario. Each group of rays that falls more or less 
in the same delay bin (slightly before or after) are shown to have similar AOA (although 
not exactly equal). The fact that RX interelement distance is small compared to the actual 
path the ray travels accounts for the main idea of direction detection with multiple antennas. 




Figure 4.4: Angle of arrivals of different MPCs. 
 
4.2.2 Intel-based Model 
The model accepts channel parameters and produces a channel impulse response according 
to the Extended Saleh-Valenzuela channel model. The control of the model to produce a 
sparse channel impulse response is done through the suggested value made by  Intel and 
their measurement results recorded in [6]. The parameters that controls the model to 
produce different CIR in terms of number of clusters and arrival times are summarized by 








Table 4.1: Intel-based Channel Model Parameters. 
% Extended Saleh-Valenzuela Model: 
% Returns the impulse response of the indoor multipath channel 
%  as modeled by Intel in IEEE 802.15-02/279r0-SG3a and is 
% based on the Saleh-Valenzuela model with lognormal fading. 
 
% Outputs: 
%   CIR          :   Simulated Channel Impulse Response. 
%   t            :   Arrival time of each ray. 
% Inputs: 
%   LAMBDA       :   Cluster arrival rate(GHz)(avg # of 
clusters per ns) 
%   lambda       :   Ray arrival rate(GHz)(avg # of rays per 
ns) 
%   GAMMA        :   Cluster decay factor (ns) 
%   gamma        :   Ray decay factor (ns) 
%   std_shadow  *:   Standard deviation of log-normal shadowing 
%   LOSflag     *:   Flag to specify Line Of Sight component 
availability 
%   T           *:   Time resolution (ns). 
%   MaxLength   *:   Maximum length of the impulse response 
% marked with (*):   Optional Input. 
 
A sample simulated channel snapshot is shown in Figure 4.5. The channel length is set to 
200 taps (coefficients) and the model produces 5 clusters of MPCs (for each channel of the 
4) that forms the assumed sparse channel. The simulated UWB in this case is a NLOS 
channel and the SNR value is set to again 10 dB. As previous, the power is normalized 
across the 4 antennas and scaled to 10. The graph shows a single PDP, where the MPCs 
are plotted against the time axis. The arrival time of each ray is random, and it is shown to 
follow a Poisson distributed arrival time “as assumed by the S-V model”). 
The values of model parameters used to generate these results are listed below: 
LAMBDA = 1/21.5;   lambda = 4.5;     GAMMA = 50;       gamma = 2.6; 





Figure 4.5: A sample CIR generated by Intel UWB Model simulation. 
 
The CIR obtained by this model lacks the DOA information of individual rays. Although 
through PDP clustering (a way of identifying separate clusters), each cluster is given a 
reference DOA to compare with the computed DOA. PDP clustering is done through 
observing concentrated powers and associating each cluster with its center arrival time 
(arrival times of individual rays are obtained from the model as secondary outputs). 
 
4.2.3 CIR Models Comparison 
 
Both models discussed in Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 generate channel impulse responses 
(CIRs) to simulate UWB channels. The power-delay profile (PDP) of each one is 
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considered to be a vector of samples (delay bins) that correspond to different ray arrival 
times. Figure 3.5 shows a sample PDP and CIR outputs of those models. 
The model based on ray-tracing (Section 4.2.1) gives the reference DOAs for each 
individual ray, while the model based on Intel lacks an intrinsic DOA information. 
Although, the second model can be controlled by certain parameters (Table 4.1) to produce 
a specific number of clusters, as well as the mean time of arrival between the clusters. 
Figure 4.6 illustrates the use of both models in the subsequent DOA estimation method. 
 
Figure 4.6: CIR Models used and their outputs. 
 
The first model (Ray-Tracing) is suitable for simulating a CIRs of an environment without 
previous knowledge of cluster/ray arrival rates and shadowing coefficients, while the 
second model (Intel) is best suitable for simulating general UWB transmission 
environments. The first model gives a complete scenario of the DOAs of individual rays, 





4.3 Compression and Expansion of CIRs 
 
Compressive sensing is implemented with help of 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒𝐿𝑎𝑏 2.1 library for Matlab. The 
compression is done at the transmitting side to simulate the receiving of a compressed 
vector of the signal. After extracting the CIR from the incoming signal (assuming the data 
transmitted is common between the two sides “a pilot signal”) by means of channel 
identification, the receiver tries to estimate the “full-length” CIR by applying an Expansion 
procedure (sparse vector reconstruction from a limited set of measurements). 
In Figure 4.7 (a), a channel of 100 taps length is compressed using a random Gaussian 
compressing matrix. The compression ratio (CR) is set to accommodate for 80% of the 
true number of the samples (in this case, only 80 taps are considered by the receiving end 
as the effective CIR). Matching Pursuit algorithms (three of them, namely: the 
conventional MP, Forward Stage-wise Regression and Compressive Sampling Matching 
Pursuits (CoSaMP)) are deployed to get a solution as a “zoom-in” process that is done by 
the receiver by solving the under-fitted 𝐴𝑥 = 𝑏 linear equation using one of the 
compressive sensing sparse CIR reconstruction techniques. 
Figure 4.7 (b) shows another compression and expansion simulation. In this scenario, the 
compression ratio is set to 50% and the uncompressed channel length is 100 taps. As the 
compression ratio increases (less percentage of samples are used to represent the 
compressed CIR), the reconstruction algorithm produces more errors (higher MSE value). 
The other effect to be considered is the noise level (SNR). The following discussion 
illustrates those factors that affects the use of CS in obtaining finer time-domain resolution 




(a)  𝐶𝑅 =  80%, 
 
(b)  𝐶𝑅 =  50% 
Figure 4.7: Reconstruction of Sparse CIR after compression using MP Algorithms. 
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The algorithms tested are Forward Stage-wise Regression (FSR), MP and CoSaMP. An 
MSE criteria is then utilized for comparison purpose. Figure 4.8 shows Monte-Carlo 
simulation results ran for 300 simulated CIR snapshots per 1 𝑑𝐵 SNR value, generated by 
using the information described in Section 4.2 to compare the MSE efficiency. The CIR 
length is kept fixed at 100 delay bins. First, the compression ratio is set to 60% (i.e., the 
three algorithms (FSR, MP and CoSaMP) try to reconstruct the original CIR from only 60 
randomly sampled vectors) second it is set to 40%, and last it is set to 20% to illustrate the 
effect of varying the compression ratio on the expansion’s error (MSE value). Section 3.3.2 
summarizes the procedure for MSE comparison between several CS algorithms. The 
choice of using CoSaMP algorithm is justified by having the minimum error values for all 
SNR iterations as Figure 4.8 illustrates. 
 
 
Figure 4.8: MSE-based noise performance comparison for CS algorithms. 
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The effect of compression is tested by varying the compression ratio under fixed SNR vale 
of 10 dB. Another Monte-Carlo simulation ran to compare the performance of the three 
algorithms (FSR, MP and CoSaMP) by changing the compression ratio between 10% to 
90% (where 10% means compressing the CIR to 10 random samples from 100 delay bins 
available in the original CIR) and calculating the reconstruction MSE error for 200 
different CIR realization for each compression ratio value. Figure 4.9 states that the 
CoSaMP algorithm has the minimum error values for all compression ratios. 
 
 
Figure 4.9: MSE-based compression ratio comparison for CS algorithms. 
 
As expected in the review of the MP and the CoSaMP algorithms presented in Section 
2.3.4, the introduction of an orthogonal solution at each iterative step is better in terms of 
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MSE performance (as dictated by Figure 4.8 and 4.9). Therefore, the use of CoSaMP in 
expanding the CIR at the RX side is approved under such constraints (and when 
compression is done at the TX through multiplying with a random orthogonal Gaussian 
sensing matrix that is already known at the RX side). 
 
4.4 Direction Finding Simulation 
 
The conventional method of finding the direction of arrival are used to compare with the 
proposed method results. The numerical DOA estimation in the proposed method is carried 
out using ESPRIT and Root-MUSIC. 
MUSIC algorithm outputs a spectrum for probable DOAs. The spectrum gives a degree of 
confidence described with peak powers. ESPRIT and Root-MUSIC gives a numerical 
value for the DOAs as they don’t require a search “for peaks” step. 
A simulation run for the conventional DOA algorithms with the following parameters is 
carried out: 
     No. of signal to be detected 𝑃 = 1, No. of receiver antennas 𝑀 = 4, 
     Signal-to-Noise Ratio 𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10,  No. of samples (window size) 𝐾 = 3000 
     Simulated Angle of Departure 𝐴𝑂𝐷 = −20° 
 
MUSIC spectrum result is given in Figure 4.10. ESPRIT algorithm simulation is performed 
(using TLS) and it yields −19.90° as the direction of arrival estimation, while Root-




Figure 4.10: MUSIC spectrum simulation. 
 
4.5 Angle of Arrival Estimation Method 
 
The core task is to find angles of arrivals based on each incoming ray as a single angle 
estimate. The main aspect that differentiates this method from conventional DF techniques 
is that it estimates the direction from CIRs rather than received signals vectors. Individual 
Estimates are done by grouping 𝑚 (no. of receiver antenna) CIR coefficient tabs in a vector 
“𝑥”. Then ESPRIT estimator estimates the angle by using the eigenvalue 𝜆 obtained from 
the correlation matrix as 
𝜃 = sin−1 [−
𝜆
2𝜋𝑑
]         (4.1) 
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A step for aligning each incoming ray across the 𝑚 considered CIR coefficients is achieved 
by associating the MPCs coefficients based on the minimum Euclidean-distances between 
their samples. The less this distance measure indicated the high probability that two or 
more MPCs (across the 𝑚 antenna elements) are due to a specific reflector (thus having 
nearly equal magnitude and phase). Figure 4.11 shows an illustration of the considered ray 
arrival patterns. 
 




The minimum distance measure is to associate different rays together to make a single 
DOA estimation. The Euclidian distance between a ray-bin and an i.i.d noise sample is 
considered the highest, compared to the distance between 2 ray-bins arrived due to the 
same reflector (having more or less similar amplitude and phase, rather than random 
values). The measure of how likely each two ray samples correspond to a unique reflector 
is given by: 
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏. 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =  ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (|ℎ𝑖 − ℎ𝑗|
2
)𝑚𝑖≠𝑗    (4.2) 
The estimation done for each “aligned” bins is performed extensively through all possible 
coefficients in a pairwise fashion (instead of taking all the 𝑚 together at once) producing 
several intermediate DOA estimates per delay bin. By averaging the possible variations 
based on the power of the received component (weighting the estimates by power as a 
measure of confidence in their estimated AOAs), final DOA estimate is obtained to 
represent the angle axis in the Angle-Delay domain. The distance 𝑑 does change through 
the possible combinations (i.e.: distance from antenna 1 to 2 is not equal to the distance 
from antenna 1 to 3). 
High power CIR coefficient are more probable to be considered as (actual) rays. Noisy bins 
have a nature of random DOA estimates (because they are random Gaussian samples). 
Although the “noisy” estimates would be influenced by nearby (in the delay domain) 




Figure 4.12 explains the idea of Angle-Delay clustering. The simulated CIRs are obtain by 
the procedure described in Section 4.2.1 (based on Ray-Tracing channel model). Four CIRs 
of length of 130 𝑛𝑠 is considered with a noise level of 10 dB. A number of 6 incoming 
rays are aligned together to be fed to an ESPRIT angle estimator. Different combinations 
of DOA estimates are averaged according to their powers. The reference AOAs for the 6 
rays are produced by the model and equal to −69.27°, 25.70°,  75.61°, 19.75°, −32.23° 
and 29.16° with respect to arrival time. 
 
Figure 4.12: Angle-Delay Domain clustering for DOA estimates. 
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The clustering of DOA estimate is carried out by a modified k-means algorithm. The 
average power for each bin (across all the four CIRs) is used to replicate the DOA estimates 
in the Angle-Delay domain. The highest mean power is represented with 5 co-located 
points and the lower is represented only once. Centroids of the 6 clusters came to match 
expected outcomes. The group of bins from 0 to 40 𝑛𝑠 are having high power (compared 
to noise level), thus, distinct clusters and clear centroids verification (although a little 
skewed by additive noise samples). The less the received energy the difficult to distinguish 
between actual received MPCs and noise samples, thus, scattered clusters with off-located 
centroids (purple cluster in Figure 4.12). 
 
4.6 Method Test Scenarios 
 
 
Since the proposed DOA estimation method is intended for various UWB channel 
structures, the method is applied to those combinations: Large/small area premises, 
LOS/NLOS. The first aspect (the dimension of the area occupied by the TX and RX) is 
investigated to verify the system operation in outdoor/indoor environments. Although 
UWB communications systems are mainly designed for short range indoor transmission 
links, by testing the “long-range” scenario, the extreme boundary of short-range systems is 
put into consideration. Long-range scenarios correspond to a closed-premises with a 
comparatively large area; hence stretched TX-RX distance “as in outdoor links”. 
The first setup is for the case where the LOS component is not present in the CIR, and the 
TX-RX separation is set to simulate the outdoor case. Figure 4.13 shows 4 CIRs obtained 
by the Intel-based model, in which the room size is set to 40×20 𝑚2. The rest of the 
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parameters (i.e.: bin size, RX antenna interspacing distance) are set to the previous values 
for fair comparison. 
 
Figure 4.13: Line of Sight (LOS) scenario in outdoor setup. 
 
The availability of a high power received ray (the first 10 𝑛𝑠), that is isolated from 
interfering rays from different directions would imply the detection of the TX Angle of 
Departure (DOD) with respect to the RX. The reason behind that is the LOS path is the 
shortest distance traveled by the EM wave and received by the RX antennas with AOAs 
that are slightly different (in this case, the 4 antennas are simulated to have 10.14°, 11.14° 
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12.14° and 13.14° regarding the LOS component AOA “designated by the yellow cluster 
of angles in Figure 4.13”). 
The second scenario under examination is the case of an indoor channel with the room 
dimensions kept at 8×5 𝑚2. The availability of a partition in between the TX and the RX 
is set to simulate an NLOS channel. Again, the rest of the model parameters are kept as 
previous. Figure 4.14 shows a sample of the system operation. 
 
 





Due to the large amount of MPCs arriving close to each other (because of the multiple 
reflections from walls and the middle partition), the CIR loses its cluster-nature. Such CIRs 
suffers from a reduced sparsity level (the CIR become non-sparse) compared to the outdoor 
LOS case. Because of more rays that arrived in close time-bins have different AOAs, the 
Angle-Delay domain clustering of DOAs become a challenging process. In Figure 4.13, 
the points within a single cluster have large span across the angle axis, thus resulting in 
erroneous detection of centroids in MPCs-dense bins (i.e.: 20 to 60 𝑛𝑠). 
 
4.7 Comparison to Conventional DF 
 
 
The method of Angle-Delay Domain Clustering has some advantages when applied to find 
the DOA of multiple incoming rays in UWB channels scenarios compared to conventional 
DF methods. The amount of information extracted is per delay bin; in contrast with the 
collective answer nature of the direction estimate found when applying MUSIC, ESPRIT 
or Root-MUSIC. 
In Angle-Delay Domain Clustering method, the estimates of the directions are found after 
acquiring the CIRs of the UWB using the receiver’s antenna elements array followed by a 
CS expansion step to compensate for the high sampling rate requirement. A pre-processing 
block in which the rays are aligned in their most probably respective delay bins is used. 
Then a sample-by-sample basis ESPRIT estimator is applied extensively in multiple co-
located samples in the delay axis to find multiple probable DOAs for each delay bin. 
Afterwards, clustering the space of DOA estimates with regards to their arrived average 
power to reflect strong ray’s emphasis over noise sample.  
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In MUSIC method, the DOA estimator uses eigenvalues decomposition technique over a 
block of received samples from the antenna array. It treated the incoming signal as a vector 
of samples and computes the DOA from it directly (regardless of the CIR or the resolution 
of the received sample vector). 
The amount of information extracted using the Angle-Delay Domain Clustering method is 
large compared to when using MUSIC to estimate the DOA of incoming signals (the 
number of directions found is per sample rather than per block of received signal vector). 
It can be shown in Figure 4.15 that by averaging the DOAs estimated per bin over the delay 
axis, the collective answer of MUSIC method of finding the DOA can be obtained. 
 
Figure 4.15: Angle-Delay Domain Clustering DF Method. 
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Figure 4.16 simulates 3 incoming signals (at AOAs of −60°, 0° and 60°) and their 
respective MUSIC spectrum. The windows size (𝐾) affects the sharpness on the peaks of 
the estimated DOAs using a search tool operating in MUSIC spectrum. Figure 4.16 shows 
2 different runs using 𝐾 = 20 and 𝐾 = 500 samples to illustrate the fact that when MUSIC 
is used to find DOAs it should have sufficient number of symbols to properly estimate 
received signal correlation matrix. The same information that is shown in Figure 4.15 when 
simulating the same scenario and using the Angle-Delay Domain Clustering method and 
then averaging the DOAs over the delay axis. The latter method uses a window of 20 
symbols (5 delay bins across the 4 antennas to estimate 1 DOA point). 
 
 








The modified technique for estimating the direction of arrival in Ultra-Wideband channels 
is formulated and verified. The method makes use of several functional blocks (algorithms) 
interconnected to reach an enhanced DOA measure at the receiver side for purposes of 
tracking and/or localization application. 
UWB Channel is realized via two different models. The first model deployed is adopted 
from the model obtained by the measurements done by Intel in the IEEE standard 802.15-
02. The second model is derived from basic propagation theory and depends on the idea of 
Ray-Tracing. Both models are used to verify various system components, and their 
simulations are documented. 
The framework of Compressive sensing is utilized as a solution for obtaining a fine-
resolution channel impulse response at the receiver, having lower sampling rates. A 
selection of Compressive Sampling Matching Pursuit algorithm is favoured in solving the 
CIR reconstruction from randomly sampled data. Such decision is justified by aid of an 
MSE comparison done to multiple competing algorithms. 
Clustering DOA estimates from individual rays is achieved by applying a modified data 
analysis algorithm. The use of the K-means technique supports a collective answer from 
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the different estimates scattered in the Angle-Delay domain. The outcome is probable 
angles of the received signal directions with respect to the layout of a certain number of 
reflectors. 
Computer software simulations are carried to describe the operations done by this method 
to attain its aim. Results are shown to match expected outcomes from the methodology and 
agreed to the mathematical formulations presented in the literature. 
 
5.2  Future Work and Recommendations 
 
The method presented in this project forms a relatively new idea of estimation the DOA in 
UWB systems. Different algorithms and techniques are utilized (this accounts for its 
implementation flexibility). Thus, the concept requires further investigation on selecting 
different algorithms implementation for each step of its operation. 
Various number of recommendations can be listed. Regarding the ground of which the 
system is tested, different channel models can be explored. Scenarios where the TX and 
RX are closely separated or relatively far away (by covering a wide range of “both LOS 
and NLOS” environments). Channel with severe interference levels and/or strong fading 
characteristics. Also, adapting the method to medium-wideband and narrowband 
communication channels is recommended. 
The model of Ray-Tracing can be improved by adding a complete layout of a room where 
several reflectors contribute to the multipath nature of the channel. Specific objects layout 
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scenarios (such as a living room, lecture halls and meeting rooms) would add more 
realization for the system operation. 
In the part related to CS, optimization of the expansion process by considering more 
different algorithms implementations would benefit the flexibility of the system. 
Performance of such algorithms should be tested with different sensing matrices structure. 
As for the detection of angles and the clustering in the Angle-Delay domain step, the 
suggestions are: investigation of high accuracy DF methods in resolving individual MPCs 
AOAs (enhancements from the kind of complexity reduction and execution time 
optimization is consider promising for the overall system speed and accuracy), different 
clustering techniques (that use adaptive methods for identifying the number of clusters) 
that is accustomed to a specific channel nature (distribution of clusters of MPCs and rays 
with in the clusters). The addition of other performance metrics (such as the standard 
deviation of dispersion of individual DOAs within each group of estimates with respect to 
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clear all; close all; 
MaxLength = 10000; 
Bin_Size = 10; % cm 
Left = 0;   Right = 10; Bottom = 0; Top = 8; 
Bx = [3  6];    % Don't make line exactly vertical  
By = [2  6];    % Make it have a high but finite slope  
Reflections = 16; RC = 0.75; Th = 0.01; 
Angle_Th = 0.6;   % 0.3 to 0.5 
Tx = 1.5; Ty = 5.5; 
R1x = 8;  R1y = 4.6; 
R2x = 8;  R2y = 4.2; 
R3x = 8;  R3y = 3.8; 
R4x = 8;  R4y = 3.4; 
Reflections1 = zeros(MaxLength,50); Reflections2 = zeros(MaxLength,50); Reflections3 = 
zeros(MaxLength,50); Reflections4 = zeros(MaxLength,50); 
Path_Length1 = zeros(MaxLength,50); Path_Length2 = zeros(MaxLength,50); Path_Length3 = 
zeros(MaxLength,50); Path_Length4 = zeros(MaxLength,50); 
DoA1 = zeros(MaxLength,50);         DoA2 = zeros(MaxLength,50);         DoA3 = 
zeros(MaxLength,50);         DoA4 = zeros(MaxLength,50); 
At_Theta1 = zeros(MaxLength,50);    At_Theta2 = zeros(MaxLength,50);    At_Theta3 = 
zeros(MaxLength,50);    At_Theta4 = zeros(MaxLength,50); 
C1 = zeros(MaxLength,1);            C2 = zeros(MaxLength,1);            C3 = 
zeros(MaxLength,1);            C4 = zeros(MaxLength,1); 
for theta = 0.09:0.05:360 
  
    Line = zeros(Reflections,2); 
    Path = 0; 
    if (theta > 0) && (theta <= 90) 
        angle = theta; 
        q = 1; 
    elseif (theta > 90) && (theta <= 180) 
        angle = 180 - theta; 
        q = 2; 
    elseif (theta > 180) && (theta <= 270) 
        angle = theta - 180; 
        q = 3; 
    elseif (theta > 270) && (theta <= 360) 
        angle = 360 - theta; 
        q = 4; 
    end 
         
    Line(1,:) = [Tx   Ty]; 
     
    BI = 0; 
     
    for i = 2:Reflections 
        if (q == 1) 
            phi = angle; 
            L = [Line(i-1,1)+10*cosd(phi) Line(i-1,2)+10*sind(phi)]; 
            M1 = (L(2) - Line(i-1,2))/(L(1) - Line(i-1,1)); 
            c1 = -M1*Line(i-1,1) + Line(i-1,2); 
            M2 = (By(2) - By(1))/(Bx(2) - Bx(1)); 
            c2 = -M2*Bx(1) + By(1); 
            IP = ([-M1 1; -M2 1]\[c1 c2]')';  
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            if (IP(1) > min(Bx)) && (IP(1) < max(Bx)) && (IP(2) > min(By)) && (IP(2) < 
max(By)) && (IP(1) > min([Line(i-1,1) L(1)])) && (IP(1) < max([Line(i-1,1) L(1)])) && 
(IP(2) > min([Line(i-1,2) L(2)])) && (IP(2) < max([Line(i-1,2) L(2)])) && (BI == 0) 
                BI = 1; 
                Line(i,:) = IP; 
                phi = mod(2*atand((By(2)-By(1))/(Bx(2)-Bx(1)))-phi + 360,360); 
                if phi > 270  
                    angle = 360 - phi; 
                    q = 4; 
                elseif phi > 180 
                    angle = phi - 180; 
                    q = 3; 
                elseif phi > 90 
                    angle = 180 - phi; 
                    q = 2; 
                else 
                    angle = phi; 
                    q = 1; 
                end 
            else 
                BI = 0; 
                LE1 = [Right  Line(i-1,2)+tand(angle)*(Right-Line(i-1,1))]; 
                LE2 = [Line(i-1,1)+1/tand(angle)*(Top-Line(i-1,2))  Top]; 
                if ((LE1(1) - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (LE1(2) - Line(i-1,2))^2) <= ((LE2(1) - 
Line(i-1,1))^2 + (LE2(2) - Line(i-1,2))^2) 
                    Line(i,:) = LE1; 
                    q = 2; 
                else 
                    Line(i,:) = LE2; 
                    q = 4; 
                end 
            end 
        elseif (q == 2) 
            phi = 180 - angle; 
            L = [Line(i-1,1)+10*cosd(phi) Line(i-1,2)+10*sind(phi)]; 
            M1 = (L(2) - Line(i-1,2))/(L(1) - Line(i-1,1)); 
            c1 = -M1*Line(i-1,1) + Line(i-1,2); 
            M2 = (By(2) - By(1))/(Bx(2) - Bx(1)); 
            c2 = -M2*Bx(1) + By(1); 
            IP = ([-M1 1; -M2 1]\[c1 c2]')';  
            if (IP(1) > min(Bx)) && (IP(1) < max(Bx)) && (IP(2) > min(By)) && (IP(2) < 
max(By)) && (IP(1) > min([Line(i-1,1) L(1)])) && (IP(1) < max([Line(i-1,1) L(1)])) && 
(IP(2) > min([Line(i-1,2) L(2)])) && (IP(2) < max([Line(i-1,2) L(2)])) && (BI == 0) 
                BI = 1; 
                Line(i,:) = IP; 
                phi = mod(2*atand((By(2)-By(1))/(Bx(2)-Bx(1)))-phi + 360,360); 
                if phi > 270  
                    angle = 360 - phi; 
                    q = 4; 
                elseif phi > 180 
                    angle = phi - 180; 
                    q = 3; 
                elseif phi > 90 
                    angle = 180 - phi; 
                    q = 2; 
                else 
                    angle = phi; 
                    q = 1; 
                end 
            else 
                BI = 0; 
                LE1 = [Left  Line(i-1,2)+tand(angle)*(Line(i-1,1)-Left)]; 
                LE2 = [Line(i-1,1)-1/tand(angle)*(Top-Line(i-1,2))  Top]; 
                if ((LE1(1) - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (LE1(2) - Line(i-1,2))^2) <= ((LE2(1) - 
Line(i-1,1))^2 + (LE2(2) - Line(i-1,2))^2) 
                    Line(i,:) = LE1; 
                    q = 1; 
                else 
                    Line(i,:) = LE2; 
                    q = 3; 
                end 
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            end 
        elseif (q == 3) 
            phi = 180 + angle; 
            L = [Line(i-1,1)+10*cosd(phi) Line(i-1,2)+10*sind(phi)]; 
            M1 = (L(2) - Line(i-1,2))/(L(1) - Line(i-1,1)); 
            c1 = -M1*Line(i-1,1) + Line(i-1,2); 
            M2 = (By(2) - By(1))/(Bx(2) - Bx(1)); 
            c2 = -M2*Bx(1) + By(1); 
            IP = ([-M1 1; -M2 1]\[c1 c2]')';  
            if (IP(1) > min(Bx)) && (IP(1) < max(Bx)) && (IP(2) > min(By)) && (IP(2) < 
max(By)) && (IP(1) > min([Line(i-1,1) L(1)])) && (IP(1) < max([Line(i-1,1) L(1)])) && 
(IP(2) > min([Line(i-1,2) L(2)])) && (IP(2) < max([Line(i-1,2) L(2)])) && (BI == 0) 
                BI = 1; 
                Line(i,:) = IP; 
                phi = mod(2*atand((By(2)-By(1))/(Bx(2)-Bx(1)))-phi + 360,360); 
                if phi > 270  
                    angle = 360 - phi; 
                    q = 4; 
                elseif phi > 180 
                    angle = phi - 180; 
                    q = 3; 
                elseif phi > 90 
                    angle = 180 - phi; 
                    q = 2; 
                else 
                    angle = phi; 
                    q = 1; 
                end 
            else 
                BI = 0; 
                LE1 = [Left  Line(i-1,2)-tand(angle)*(Line(i-1,1)-Left)]; 
                LE2 = [Line(i-1,1)-1/tand(angle)*(Line(i-1,2)-Bottom)  Bottom]; 
                if ((LE1(1) - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (LE1(2) - Line(i-1,2))^2) <= ((LE2(1) - 
Line(i-1,1))^2 + (LE2(2) - Line(i-1,2))^2) 
                    Line(i,:) = LE1; 
                    q = 4; 
                else 
                    Line(i,:) = LE2; 
                    q = 2; 
                end 
            end         
        elseif (q == 4) 
            phi = -angle; 
            L = [Line(i-1,1)+10*cosd(phi) Line(i-1,2)+10*sind(phi)]; 
            M1 = (L(2) - Line(i-1,2))/(L(1) - Line(i-1,1)); 
            c1 = -M1*Line(i-1,1) + Line(i-1,2); 
            M2 = (By(2) - By(1))/(Bx(2) - Bx(1)); 
            c2 = -M2*Bx(1) + By(1); 
            IP = ([-M1 1; -M2 1]\[c1 c2]')';  
            if (IP(1) > min(Bx)) && (IP(1) < max(Bx)) && (IP(2) > min(By)) && (IP(2) < 
max(By)) && (IP(1) > min([Line(i-1,1) L(1)])) && (IP(1) < max([Line(i-1,1) L(1)])) && 
(IP(2) > min([Line(i-1,2) L(2)])) && (IP(2) < max([Line(i-1,2) L(2)])) && (BI == 0) 
                BI = 1; 
                Line(i,:) = IP; 
                phi = mod(2*atand((By(2)-By(1))/(Bx(2)-Bx(1)))-phi + 360,360); 
                if phi > 270  
                    angle = 360 - phi; 
                    q = 4; 
                elseif phi > 180 
                    angle = phi - 180; 
                    q = 3; 
                elseif phi > 90 
                    angle = 180 - phi; 
                    q = 2; 
                else 
                    angle = phi; 
                    q = 1; 
                end 
            else 
                BI = 0; 
                LE1 = [Right  Line(i-1,2)-tand(angle)*(Right-Line(i-1,1))]; 
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                LE2 = [Line(i-1,1)+1/tand(angle)*(Line(i-1,2)-Bottom)  Bottom]; 
                if ((LE1(1) - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (LE1(2) - Line(i-1,2))^2) <= ((LE2(1) - 
Line(i-1,1))^2 + (LE2(2) - Line(i-1,2))^2) 
                    Line(i,:) = LE1; 
                    q = 3; 
                else 
                    Line(i,:) = LE2; 
                    q = 1; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        LL = sqrt((Line(i,2) - Line(i-1,2))^2 + (Line(i,1) - Line(i-1,1))^2); 
  
        if ((abs((Line(i,2) - Line(i-1,2))*R1x - (Line(i,1) - Line(i-1,1))*R1y + 
Line(i,1)*Line(i-1,2) - Line(i,2)*Line(i-1,1))/LL < Th) && (R1x > min(Line(i-
1,1),Line(i,1))) && (R1x < max(Line(i-1,1),Line(i,1))) && (R1y > min(Line(i-
1,2),Line(i,2))) && (R1y < max(Line(i-1,2),Line(i,2))))  
            Bin = floor((100/Bin_Size)*(Path+sqrt((R1x - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (R1y - 
Line(i-1,2))^2))); 
            if C1(Bin) == 0 
                C1(Bin) = 1; 
                Reflections1(Bin,1) = i - 2; 
                Path_Length1(Bin,1) = Path+sqrt((R1x - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (R1y - Line(i-
1,2))^2); 
                DoA1(Bin,1) = mod(180/pi*atan2(Line(i-1,2)-Line(i,2), Line(i-1,1)-
Line(i,1)),360); 
                At_Theta1(Bin,1) = theta; 
            else 
                Different = 1; 
                for z = 1:C1(Bin) 
                    if abs(At_Theta1(Bin,z) - theta) < Angle_Th 
                        Different = 0; 
                    end 
                end 
                if Different == 1 
                    C1(Bin) = C1(Bin) + 1; 
                    Reflections1(Bin,C1(Bin)) = i - 2; 
                    Path_Length1(Bin,C1(Bin)) = Path+sqrt((R1x - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (R1y 
- Line(i-1,2))^2); 
                    DoA1(Bin,C1(Bin)) = mod(180/pi*atan2(Line(i-1,2)-Line(i,2), Line(i-
1,1)-Line(i,1)),360); 
                    At_Theta1(Bin,C1(Bin)) = theta; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
         
        if ((abs((Line(i,2) - Line(i-1,2))*R2x - (Line(i,1) - Line(i-1,1))*R2y + 
Line(i,1)*Line(i-1,2) - Line(i,2)*Line(i-1,1))/LL < Th) && (R2x > min(Line(i-
1,1),Line(i,1))) && (R2x < max(Line(i-1,1),Line(i,1))) && (R2y > min(Line(i-
1,2),Line(i,2))) && (R2y < max(Line(i-1,2),Line(i,2)))) 
            Bin = floor((100/Bin_Size)*(Path+sqrt((R2x - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (R2y - 
Line(i-1,2))^2))); 
            if C2(Bin) == 0 
                C2(Bin) = 1; 
                Reflections2(Bin,1) = i - 2; 
                Path_Length2(Bin,1) = Path+sqrt((R2x - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (R2y - Line(i-
1,2))^2); 
                DoA2(Bin,1) = mod(180/pi*atan2(Line(i-1,2)-Line(i,2), Line(i-1,1)-
Line(i,1)),360); 
                At_Theta2(Bin,1) = theta; 
            else 
                Different = 1; 
                for z = 1:C2(Bin) 
                    if abs(At_Theta2(Bin,z) - theta) < Angle_Th 
                        Different = 0; 
                    end 
                end 
                if Different == 1 
                    C2(Bin) = C2(Bin) + 1; 
                    Reflections2(Bin,C2(Bin)) = i - 2; 
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                    Path_Length2(Bin,C2(Bin)) = Path+sqrt((R2x - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (R2y 
- Line(i-1,2))^2); 
                    DoA2(Bin,C2(Bin)) = mod(180/pi*atan2(Line(i-1,2)-Line(i,2), Line(i-
1,1)-Line(i,1)),360); 
                    At_Theta2(Bin,C2(Bin)) = theta; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        if ((abs((Line(i,2) - Line(i-1,2))*R3x - (Line(i,1) - Line(i-1,1))*R3y + 
Line(i,1)*Line(i-1,2) - Line(i,2)*Line(i-1,1))/LL < Th) && (R3x > min(Line(i-
1,1),Line(i,1))) && (R3x < max(Line(i-1,1),Line(i,1))) && (R3y > min(Line(i-
1,2),Line(i,2))) && (R3y < max(Line(i-1,2),Line(i,2)))) 
            Bin = floor((100/Bin_Size)*(Path+sqrt((R3x - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (R3y - 
Line(i-1,2))^2))); 
            if C3(Bin) == 0 
                C3(Bin) = 1; 
                Reflections3(Bin,1) = i - 2; 
                Path_Length3(Bin,1) = Path+sqrt((R3x - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (R3y - Line(i-
1,2))^2); 
                DoA3(Bin,1) = mod(180/pi*atan2(Line(i-1,2)-Line(i,2), Line(i-1,1)-
Line(i,1)),360); 
                At_Theta3(Bin,1) = theta; 
            else 
                Different = 1; 
                for z = 1:C3(Bin) 
                    if abs(At_Theta3(Bin,z) - theta) < Angle_Th 
                        Different = 0; 
                    end 
                end 
                if Different == 1 
                    C3(Bin) = C3(Bin) + 1; 
                    Reflections3(Bin,C3(Bin)) = i - 2; 
                    Path_Length3(Bin,C3(Bin)) = Path+sqrt((R3x - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (R3y 
- Line(i-1,2))^2); 
                    DoA3(Bin,C3(Bin)) = mod(180/pi*atan2(Line(i-1,2)-Line(i,2), Line(i-
1,1)-Line(i,1)),360); 
                    At_Theta3(Bin,C3(Bin)) = theta; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        if ((abs((Line(i,2) - Line(i-1,2))*R4x - (Line(i,1) - Line(i-1,1))*R4y + 
Line(i,1)*Line(i-1,2) - Line(i,2)*Line(i-1,1))/LL < Th) && (R4x > min(Line(i-
1,1),Line(i,1))) && (R4x < max(Line(i-1,1),Line(i,1))) && (R4y > min(Line(i-
1,2),Line(i,2))) && (R4y < max(Line(i-1,2),Line(i,2)))) 
            Bin = floor((100/Bin_Size)*(Path+sqrt((R4x - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (R4y - 
Line(i-1,2))^2))); 
            if C4(Bin) == 0 
                C4(Bin) = 1; 
                Reflections4(Bin,1) = i - 2; 
                Path_Length4(Bin,1) = Path+sqrt((R4x - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (R4y - Line(i-
1,2))^2); 
                DoA4(Bin,1) = mod(180/pi*atan2(Line(i-1,2)-Line(i,2), Line(i-1,1)-
Line(i,1)),360); 
                At_Theta4(Bin,1) = theta; 
            else 
                Different = 1; 
                for z = 1:C4(Bin) 
                    if abs(At_Theta4(Bin,z) - theta) < Angle_Th 
                        Different = 0; 
                    end 
                end 
                if Different == 1 
                    C4(Bin) = C4(Bin) + 1; 
                    Reflections4(Bin,C4(Bin)) = i - 2; 
                    Path_Length4(Bin,C4(Bin)) = Path+sqrt((R4x - Line(i-1,1))^2 + (R4y 
- Line(i-1,2))^2); 
                    DoA4(Bin,C4(Bin)) = mod(180/pi*atan2(Line(i-1,2)-Line(i,2), Line(i-
1,1)-Line(i,1)),360); 
                    At_Theta4(Bin,C4(Bin)) = theta; 
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                end 
            end 
        end 
         
        Path = Path + LL; 
    end 
     
     plot([Bx(1) Bx(2)], [By(1) By(2)],'g',Line(:,1),Line(:,2),'m',Tx,Ty,'r^',[R1x R2x 
R3x R4x],[R1y R2y R3y R4y],'xb','LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',10); 
     box on; grid on; 
     axis([-1 11 -1 9]); 
     rectangle('Position', [Left Bottom Right Top],'LineWidth',4,'LineStyle','--'); 
     legend('Partition','Ray Path','TX','RXs'); legend('Location', 'NorthEastOutside'); 
     drawnow; 







WindowsLength = 1; 
d = 0.4; 
SNR = 70; 
Effective_Range = 118:(250); 
% Channel Impulse Responses for the 4 Antennas 
MaxLength = 10000; 
CIR1 = zeros(1,MaxLength); CIR2 = CIR1; CIR3 = CIR1; CIR4 = CIR1; 
f = 3e8;   lambda = 3e8/f; 
Theta1 = Path_Length1./lambda;   Theta2 = Path_Length2./lambda;   Theta3 = 
Path_Length3./lambda;   Theta4 = Path_Length4./lambda; 
for Ant_ID=1:MaxLength 
        for Ray_ID=1:C1(Ant_ID) 
            CIR1(Ant_ID) = CIR1(Ant_ID)  + sqrt((RC)^Reflections1(Ant_ID,Ray_ID) * 
1/(Path_Length1(Ant_ID,Ray_ID))^2)*exp(1i*deg2rad(Theta1(Ant_ID,Ray_ID))); 
        end 
        for Ray_ID=1:C2(Ant_ID) 
            CIR2(Ant_ID) = CIR2(Ant_ID)  + sqrt((RC)^Reflections2(Ant_ID,Ray_ID) * 
1/(Path_Length2(Ant_ID,Ray_ID))^2)*exp(1i*deg2rad(Theta2(Ant_ID,Ray_ID))); 
        end 
        for Ray_ID=1:C3(Ant_ID) 
            CIR3(Ant_ID) = CIR3(Ant_ID)  + sqrt((RC)^Reflections3(Ant_ID,Ray_ID) * 
1/(Path_Length3(Ant_ID,Ray_ID))^2)*exp(1i*deg2rad(Theta3(Ant_ID,Ray_ID))); 
        end 
        for Ray_ID=1:C4(Ant_ID) 
            CIR4(Ant_ID) = CIR4(Ant_ID)  + sqrt((RC)^Reflections4(Ant_ID,Ray_ID) * 
1/(Path_Length4(Ant_ID,Ray_ID))^2)*exp(1i*deg2rad(Theta4(Ant_ID,Ray_ID))); 
        end 
end 
m = 4; 
No_of_Ant = m; 
time = (1:MaxLength)/Bin_Size/3e8; time = time(Effective_Range); 
h1 = CIR1(Effective_Range); h2 = CIR2(Effective_Range); h3 = CIR3(Effective_Range); h4 
= CIR4(Effective_Range); 
h1 = h1./max(abs(h1)); h2 = h2./max(abs(h2)); h3 = h3./max(abs(h3)); h4 = 
h4./max(abs(h4)); 
h = [h1; h2; h3; h4]'; 
Noisy_h = h + (1/(0.35*SNR))*(randn(size(h))+1i*randn(size(h))); 
clf, subplot(3,1,1); 
xMat = time;  xMatLinear = repmat((1:No_of_Ant),length(Effective_Range),1); yMat = 
repmat((1:length(Effective_Range)),No_of_Ant,1)'; zMat = abs(Noisy_h); 
surface(xMatLinear,yMat,10.*zMat,'LineStyle','-
','MeshStyle','column','FaceColor','none','EdgeColor','interp','LineWidth',2); 
xlabel('Antenna Index'), ylabel('Delay (ns)'), zlabel('Recieved Power |H| (dB)'); 
axis ([-1 No_of_Ant+1 0 length(Effective_Range) -0.5 +11*max(max(abs(h)))]); axis 
manual; 
%ax = gca; ax.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1 1.2 0.4]; 
grid on, rotate3d on; view(-90,60); set(gca,'YDir','reverse'); 
leg_txt = sprintf('1x%d SIMO Channel Impulse Responses',No_of_Ant); 
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title(leg_txt);set(gca,'fontsize',9); box on; view(-80,40); %legend('Antenna CIR'); 
set(gca,'fontsize',10); box on; 
CC1 = C1(Effective_Range); CC2 = C2(Effective_Range); CC3 = C3(Effective_Range); CC4 = 
C4(Effective_Range); 
idx1=find(CC1>0); idx2=find(CC2>0); idx3=find(CC3>0); idx4=find(CC4>0); 
idx = 1:min([length(idx1) length(idx2) length(idx3) length(idx4)]); 
DDoA1 = DoA1(Effective_Range); DDoA2 = DoA2(Effective_Range); DDoA3 = 
DoA3(Effective_Range); DDoA4 = DoA4(Effective_Range); 
  
Res_DoA1 = 50.*(mean(DoA1')'); Res_DoA1 = Res_DoA1(Effective_Range); 
Res_DoA2 = 50.*(mean(DoA2')'); Res_DoA2 = Res_DoA2(Effective_Range); 
Res_DoA3 = 50.*(mean(DoA3')'); Res_DoA3 = Res_DoA3(Effective_Range); 
Res_DoA4 = 50.*(mean(DoA4')'); Res_DoA4 = Res_DoA4(Effective_Range); 
Res_DoA = [Res_DoA1 Res_DoA2 Res_DoA3 Res_DoA4]; 
Ref_DoA = [Res_DoA1(idx1(idx)) Res_DoA2(idx2(idx)) Res_DoA3(idx3(idx)) 
Res_DoA4(idx4(idx))]; 
All_h = [(h1(idx1(idx)))' (h2(idx2(idx)))' (h3(idx3(idx)))' (h4(idx4(idx)))']; 
Ampls = abs(All_h); 
Phass = rad2deg([phase(h1(idx1(idx)))'   phase(h2(idx2(idx)))'   phase(h3(idx3(idx)))'   
phase(h4(idx4(idx)))']); 
www = 2; 
for i=1:length(All_h)-www 
   for j=1:3 
       dist = zeros(1,www); r=0;        
       for k=0:www 
           Re1 = real(All_h(i,j));      Imagin1 = imag(All_h(i,j)); 
           Re2 = real(All_h(i+k,j+1));  Imagin2 = imag(All_h(i+k,j+1)); 
           r=r+1; dist(r) = sqrt( (Re2-Re1)^2 + (Imagin2-Imagin1)^2 );  
       end        
       taken = i + find( dist == min(dist) ); 
       idxidxidx(i,j) = taken; 
   end 
end 
Associations = [(1:length(All_h)-www)' idxidxidx]; 
Phass_New = Phass(Associations); Ampls_New = Ampls(Associations); All_h_New = 
All_h(Associations); 
Final_h = zeros(size(h));  
for o=1:numel(Associations)/length(Associations) 
    Final_h(idx1(o),:) = All_h_New(o,:); 
end 
MaxLength = length(Effective_Range); 
% Unitary ESPRIT for h(i,:) 
G = Final_h'; cont = 0; 
SpaceX = 1:MaxLength;   SpaceY = NaN(1,MaxLength);  SpaceZ = zeros(1,MaxLength); jk=1; 
pl=1;  
for k=0:WindowsLength:(MaxLength-WindowsLength)     %(k+1:k+WindowsLength) 
    g = G(:,(k+1:k+WindowsLength));    
        R=(1/m)*(g*g'); Est_DOA=ESPRIT(R,d,1,1); SpaceY(k+1)=Est_DOA;; 
        if (SpaceY(k+1)~=0) 
            jk = k + 1; 
            Required_DoAs(pl) = SpaceY(k+1); 
            pl = pl + 1; 
        end 
        if (SpaceY(k+1)==0) 
            SpaceY(k+1) = Required_DoAs(pl) + (1/(SNR))*270*randn(); 
            cont = cont + 1; 
        end 
    SpaceZ(k+1) = mean(var(abs(g))); 
    %sum(sqrt(abs(g 
    %mean(abs(g 
    %max(abs(g 
    %var(abs(g 
end 
SpaceY = 2*SpaceY-90; 
No_of_DOAs_Expected = length(Required_DoAs); 
%% 2D Clustering: 
%Extract the non-NaN elements of SpaceY 
indx = find(~isnan(SpaceY));  
True_SpaceX = SpaceX(indx); True_SpaceY = SpaceY(indx); True_SpaceZ = SpaceZ(indx); 
% No of discarded sample is: (MaxLength-length(indx)) 
No_of_DOAs_Expected = 6;%3*AIC(R,MaxLength,1); 
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Space2D  = [True_SpaceX; True_SpaceY]'; 
[Clusters_IDs, Centroids] = kMeansCluster(Space2D,No_of_DOAs_Expected); 
  
subplot(3,1,2);  
IDX = Clusters_IDs;   cent_count = max(IDX);   Colors = hsv(cent_count);    Legends = 
{}; 
    for i=0:max(IDX) 
        Xi = Space2D(IDX==i,:); 
        if (i~=0) 
            Legends{end+1} = strcat(num2str(Centroids(i,2),'%-03.2f '),'^{\circ} 
DOA_',num2str(i)); 
        end 
        if ~isempty(Xi) 
            plot(Xi(:,1),Xi(:,2),'x','MarkerSize',7,'Color',Colors(i,:)); 
        end 
        hold on; 
    end 
plot(NaN,'ok','MarkerSize',10); plot(NaN,'sk','MarkerSize',11); 
Legends{end+1} = 'Centroids';    
Legends{end+1} = strcat('Mean DOA = ',sprintf('%3.2f%c',mean(True_SpaceY),char(176))); 
legend(Legends);                legend('Location', 'NorthEastOutside'); 
% Draw the center of the cluster 
for i=1:No_of_DOAs_Expected 
    x_cent = Centroids(i);      y_cent = Centroids(i+No_of_DOAs_Expected); 
    Colors = hsv(length(Centroids));            Color = Colors(i,:); 
    plot(x_cent,y_cent,'o','MarkerSize',12,'Color',Color); 




axis ([0 MaxLength -180 180]),xlabel('Delay (ns)'),ylabel('DOA (degrees)'); 
title('Clustering of DOAs using K-Means Algorithm'); grid on; hold off; box on; 
  
Confidence = 100*((1 - (length(indx)/MaxLength))/WindowsLength); 
%% Alternative 2D Clustering (considering Power as points density): 
Pow = SpaceZ; Pow = 10.* (Pow./max(max(Pow))); ZoomRes = 5; MaxLen = length(Pow); 
Neu_SpaceY = NaN(1,ZoomRes*MaxLen); 
for i=1:length(Pow) 
   if ((Pow(i)>=00) && (Pow(i)<02)) 
           temp_SpaceY = [   NaN    NaN         SpaceY(i)     NaN         NaN   ]; 
   end 
   if ((Pow(i)>=02) && (Pow(i)<04)) 
           temp_SpaceY = [   NaN    SpaceY(i)      NaN     SpaceY(i)      NaN   ]; 
   end 
   if((Pow(i)>=04) && (Pow(i)<06)) 
           temp_SpaceY = [   NaN    SpaceY(i)   SpaceY(i)  SpaceY(i)      NaN   ]; 
   end 
   if ((Pow(i)>=06) && (Pow(i)<08)) 
           temp_SpaceY = [SpaceY(i) SpaceY(i)      NaN     SpaceY(i)   SpaceY(i)]; 
   end 
   if ((Pow(i)>=08) && (Pow(i)<100)) 
           temp_SpaceY = [SpaceY(i) SpaceY(i)   SpaceY(i)  SpaceY(i)   SpaceY(i)]; 
   end 
   if (isnan(Pow(i))) 
       temp_SpaceY = [   NaN   NaN   NaN   NaN   NaN   ]; 
   end 
   Neu_SpaceY(1+ZoomRes*(i-1):i*ZoomRes) = temp_SpaceY; 
end 
Neu_SpaceX = (1:length(Neu_SpaceY)); Neu_indx = find(~isnan(Neu_SpaceY));  
Neu_SpaceX = Neu_SpaceX(Neu_indx); Neu_SpaceY = Neu_SpaceY(Neu_indx); 
Space2D_Extended = [Neu_SpaceX; Neu_SpaceY]'; 
[Clusters_IDs_Neu, Centroids_Neu] = 
kMeansCluster(Space2D_Extended,No_of_DOAs_Expected); 
MaxLen = MaxLength*ZoomRes; 
  
subplot(3,1,[2 3])  
IDX = Clusters_IDs_Neu;   cent_count = max(IDX);   Colors = hsv(cent_count);    Legends 
= {}; 
    for i=0:max(IDX) 
        Xi = Space2D_Extended(IDX==i,:); 
        if (i~=0) 
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            Legends{end+1} = strcat(num2str(Centroids_Neu(i,2),'%-03.2f '),'^{\circ} 
DOA_',num2str(i)); 
        end 
        if ~isempty(Xi) 
            plot(Xi(:,1)/ZoomRes,Xi(:,2),'x','MarkerSize',7,'Color',Colors(i,:)); 
        end 
        hold on; 
    end 
plot(NaN,'ok','MarkerSize',10); plot(NaN,'sk','MarkerSize',11); 
Legends{end+1} = 'Centroids';    
Legends{end+1} = strcat('Mean DOA = ',sprintf('%3.2f%c',mean(Neu_SpaceY),char(176))); 
legend(Legends);                legend('Location', 'NorthEastOutside'); 
% Draw the center of the cluster 
for i=1:No_of_DOAs_Expected 
    x_cent = Centroids_Neu(i);      y_cent = Centroids_Neu(i+No_of_DOAs_Expected); 
    Colors = hsv(length(Centroids_Neu));            Color = Colors(i,:); 
    plot(x_cent/ZoomRes,y_cent,'o','MarkerSize',12,'Color',Color); 
    plot(x_cent/ZoomRes,y_cent,'x','MarkerSize',12,'Color',Color); 
end 
plot((MaxLen/2)/ZoomRes,floor(mean(Neu_SpaceY)),'xk','MarkerSize',10); 
plot((MaxLen/2)/ZoomRes,floor(mean(Neu_SpaceY)),'sk','MarkerSize',11);          
axis ([0 MaxLen/ZoomRes -90 90]),xlabel('Delay (ns)'),ylabel('DOA (degrees)'); 





p = 50; % Channel Length 
n = 40;  % Number of observations (n/p is the compression ratio) 
z = randn(n,1); % AWGN 
No = 1; % Noise variance 
zn = z*sqrt(No); % Noise level drawn from N(0,No) 
X = randn(n,p); 
for j = 1:p 
    X(:,j) = X(:,j) ./ norm(X(:,j)); %orthogonalize columns 
end 
% Up to here, X is a "Uniform Spherical Ensemble" matrix (compression matrix) 
LAMBDA = 0.0267;        lambda = 2; 
GAMMA = 16;             gamma = 1.2; 
sigma1_dB = 4.8;        sigma2_dB = 4.8; 
std_shadow = 1;         LOSflag = 1; 
T = 1;                  MaxLength = p; 
[b, t] = ESV(LAMBDA,lambda,GAMMA,gamma,sigma1_dB,sigma2_dB,std_shadow,LOSflag,T,p); 
b = 1000.*b'; 
% CS-ing 
y = X*b + zn; 
% Reconstruction Solver: 
[bhatstep, ~, ~] = Solve_Stepwise_FDR(X,y,0); 
[bhatMP  , ~, ~] = Solve_MP(X, y, p, norm(zn), 0); 
[bhatOMP , ~, ~] = Solve_O_MP(X, y, p, norm(zn), 0); 
% fprintf('MSE for Stepwise Regression is (dB) '); 
MSE1 =10*log10( sum( abs(b-bhatstep).^2 )/p ); 
% fprintf('MSE for Matching Pursuit is (dB)'); 
MSE2 =10*log10( sum( abs(b-bhatMP  ).^2 )/p ); 
% fprintf('MSE for Orthogonal Matching Pursuit is (dB)'); 
MSE3 =10*log10( sum( abs(b-bhatOMP ).^2 )/p ); 
% Plot Results 
y = y./max(abs(y)); 
b = b./max(abs(b)); 
bhatstep = bhatstep./max(abs(bhatstep)); 
bhatMP = bhatMP./max(abs(bhatMP)); 
bhatOMP = bhatOMP./max(abs(bhatOMP)); 
subplot(2,1,1); 
stem(y,'xr'),xlabel('CIR Taps'),ylabel('Amplitude'); 
axis([0 MaxLength -1 +1]), grid on; 





hold on; plot(1:p,bhatstep,'s--g'); plot(1:p,bhatMP,'o--b'); plot(1:p,bhatOMP,'^--c'); 
hold off; 
xlabel('Taps'),ylabel('Estimated Coefficient Value'); 
legend('True Coefficient Values','a. Forward Stepwise Regression Solution','b. Matching 
Pursuit Solution','c. Orthogonal Matching Pursuit'); 
title('Reconstruction of Sparse Signals'); 






Word_Length = 8;  % No. of bits to generate (Frame length) 
Tp = 0.1; 
No_of_Samples = 3000; 
RF_Freq = 0.3;  % in MHz 
Resolution = 0.1; 
Ts = No_of_Samples/(Tp*Word_Length); 
d = 0.25;   %Inter-element seperation 
M = 3;      p = 2; 
No = 1;     SNR = 10;   uu = 5; 
% S-V Channel Model Simulation Parameters 
N = 3; % Number of simulated channels 
NLOS = 0; % No LOS component 
b002 = 1; % Power of 1st ray of 1st cluster 
sigma_x = 1; % Standard deviation of log-normal shadowing 
LAMBDA_Cluster = 0.0233; 
lambda_Ray = 1.4; 
GAMMA_Cluster = 8; 
gamma_Ray = 4; 
L = 3; % Channel Length (No. of taps) 
%% Tx Side: 
%Baseband_Data = rand(1,Word_Length) > 0.5; 
Baseband_Data = [1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0]; 
% Modulation: 
Symbols = (2*Baseband_Data) - 1;    % BPSK Mapping 
Data_Samples = repmat(Symbols(:),1,Ts)'; 
Data_Samples = Data_Samples(:)'; % Up Conversion 
Carrier = cos(2*pi*RF_Freq*[0:Resolution:No_of_Samples-Resolution]); 
X = Carrier .* Data_Samples; 
%% Channel Response 
%    1. AWGN: 
Noise = sqrt(No/2) * (randn(1,No_of_Samples/Tp)+ 1i*randn(1,No_of_Samples/Tp)); 
AWGN = (SNR*No) * X + Noise; 
%    2. S-V Channel Model: 
[h,t,t0,np] = 
SV_model_ct(LAMBDA_Cluster,lambda_Ray,GAMMA_Cluster,gamma_Ray,N,b002,sigma_x,NLOS); 
H(1,:) = h(1:L,1);  H(2,:) = h(1:L,2);  H(3,:) = h(1:L,3); 
% Limit all channels to L tap only 
Y = zeros(M,(No_of_Samples/Tp)+(L-1)); 
for i=1:M  
    Y(i,:) = conv(AWGN,H(i,:)); 
end 
%% Rx Side: 
%Y = Y(:,1:Ts);  % Take one symbol only 
% Direction Finding 
K = length(Y(i,:)); 
R = (1/K) * (Y * Y'); 
[U ,SIGMA] = eig(R); 
[SIGMA ,I] = sort(diag(SIGMA),1,'descend'); 
U_sorted  = U(:,I); 
Us = U_sorted(:,1:p);   % Signal Supspace 
Un = U_sorted(:,p+1:M); % Noise Supspace 
% MUSIC: 
Resolution = 0.1;      angles = (-90:Resolution:90); 
a1 = exp(-1i*2*pi*d*(0:M-1)'*sin((angles(:).')*pi/180)); 
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MUSIC = zeros(1,length(a1)); 
for k=1:length(angles) 
%Compute MUSIC “spectrum” 
MUSIC(k) =  uu.* (a1(:,k)'*a1(:,k))/(a1(:,k)'*(Un*Un')*a1(:,k)); 
%MUSIC(k) =  uu.* 1/(a1(:,k)'*(Un*Un')*a1(:,k)); 
end 
% Plot MUSIC Spectrum 
plot(angles,abs(MUSIC)); 
grid on , axis([-90,90,0,max(abs(MUSIC))]) , xlabel('Angle in degrees'); 
title(sprintf('MUSIC Spectrum for %d signals (%d-element Array)',p,M)); 
% ESPRIT: 
Es1 = Us(1:(end-1),:); Es2 = Us(2:end,:); 
[V,sigma] = eig( [Es1';Es2'] * [Es1 Es2] ); 
[~,I] = sort(abs(diag(sigma)),'descend'); 
V = V(:,I); M12 = V(1:p,p+1:end); M22 = V(p+1:end,p+1:end);  
EPSI = -(M12/M22); 
lambdas = angle(eig(EPSI)); 
lambdas_clear = lambdas(lambdas<1 & lambdas>-1); 
if (isempty(lambdas_clear)) 
    lambdas_clear = 0; 
end 
thetas = zeros(1,length(lambdas_clear));        Estimated_AOAs_ESPRIT = thetas; 
for i=1:length(lambdas_clear) 
    if (lambdas_clear(i)<0) 
        thetas(i) = -lambdas_clear(i)/(2*pi*d); 
        Estimated_AOAs_ESPRIT(i) = asind(thetas(i)); 
    else 
        thetas(i) = lambdas_clear(i)/(2*pi*d); 
        Estimated_AOAs_ESPRIT(i) = - asind(thetas(i)); 
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